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Chanees Are Youtll Find It At
L(C)NTG'S
Five R,easons You
Should Shop
Longts Eleetronies
Selection.If you want a wide selection of prod-
ucts to choose from, Longls has it! Choose from a
comprehensive offering of products in each line, notjust one type of radio, VCR, tape duplicator, cassette
tape, etc. Just one choice is no choice.
Dedication to Customers. Here's what our
customers have to say. "I have been pleased with the
service and quality at Long's for many. years and
have recommended your company to other church
leaders many times", said Jack Lawrence, Pastor of
a West Virginia church, and many others like him.
Over the years, we've proven our dedication to our
customers to be second to none.
Name Brand Products. When it comes to the
electronics needs of your home, church or business,
we know you demand the best. You want reliable,
name brand products that you can count on for years
to come. Chances are, we've got just what you need
at Long's Electronics!
Outstanding Value. Because we carr5r only
top, name brand products for less than you might
think, you'll get an outstanding value at Long's Elec-
tronics. Long's has built a reputation on quality,
value, and customer satisfaction. We know how to
save you money!
Convenience. You could drive through traffic
and fight the crowds, only to discover that you can't
find exactly what you want, but why do it? After all,
we're just one phone call away. That's all it takes!
To sum it all up, you just can't beat Longis Elec-
tronics for quality name brand products, an out-
standing value dollar for dollar, dedication to our
customers, the convenience of shopping by phone,
and product selection. We've got something for just
about every electronics need, so call us! We'll show
you why we've been the popular choice among
churches, businesses and individuals for years!
Long's Etectronicg
1.800.633.8410 EXT.42
rN AIlIBAltlA 1.800-292.8668 EXT. 42
2601 McDavid Court, Birmingham, AL 35210
Showroom Hours: Monday through Friday
8:30A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
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Every 4 weeks (13 tima a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bull*in which
offers you the Featurd Selection plus a good choice of Alternates - all of interest
to mnservatives. * If you want he Featurd Selction, do nothing; it will come
automatically. * If you don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an
Altemate, indicate your wishes on the handy card enclosd with your Bullain and
return it by the deadline date. * The majority of Club books will be offerd at
2G5090 dismunts, plus a charge for shipping and handling. * As soon u you buy
and pay for 3 books at regular Club pricc, your membenhip may be endd at any
time, either by you or by the Club. * If you ever eceive a Featurd Selection
without having had l0 days to daide if you want it, you may retum it at Club ex-
perse for full crdit. * Good service. No mmputen! * The Club will offer
regular Superbargains, mostly at 7G9090 discountr plus shipping and handline.
Suprbargains doNOT count oward fulfilling your Club obligation but do enable
you to buy fine books at giveaway prices. * Only one membenhip pr household.
15 Oakland Avenue o Harrison. NY 10528
Please accept my membenhip in the Club and send, fra and postpaid, the 3 books
whose numben I have written in the boxes below:
l-l r-1 l-1
I aga to buy 3 additional books at regular Club prices over the next 18 montls. I
also agre to the Club rules spelld out in this coupon. 
FJ_65
State_Zip_
These books helpr  you
rcling.) days.
$58.40
prepare them with REAL schoo
The kind you can hardly find these 
Take any 3 books - FREE. Values to 
2509 ALPHAPHONICS - S, L. Btumefeld. Nov program by a
pioneer in the prirateschool movement shows yor hor to teach your
child to read by th good old-fashiond phonia method. Ovenizd quali-
ty papeftack. $21.9S
29tt BOOKS CHIIDREN IOVE: A Guile to lhe Best Childrcn s
Libntrrc - Eliafuth Wibon Hwdrrds of fine bools. Christian and
seorlar, by agn level and category with bdd descriptions. $12.95
3045 DECENT EXPOSURE: How to Terch Yqrr Childnn Abott Sex
- Connie Manhner, Editor of The Fanily Proleclion Report artd'
mother of three, Mn, Manhner isdorvn-toarth yet twerent as she basa
her program firmly on Chdstian pdnciples. $13.95
3062 IIIE NEW BIG BOOK OF HOME LIA"RNING - Mary
Pride.ldeas, producb, boola, zupplien, etc. - "a fast of (nearly) all
tlring oducationaf  h€asurc twe."--New Aneimn "The complete
and ddnitive resorrce guide for home schoolen."-Nov Wine, Phore-
book size. $17.50
302E TIIE |{EXT BOOK OF HOME LJARNING - Mary Pride.
After-school acivitia - an "encyclopdia" ofWHOLESOIvIE products,
gama, ideas, supplien, etc. "A gold mine of rcources and encourage
ment for home-schooling fam\q."1temiU. $15
2925 HOW TO TUTOR - S. L. Btume$eld. "Excellent book on how
to tutor children at home, and thus to prwent ducational disashr before
it wtrs." -ll/anderer. "Precise and to the point . . . not so @goSc
that parents can't grasp the theoria nd use the approach with their own
chldren." *Anerican School Burd Journal. $ll.%
2935 WHAI DO OUR I7-YEAR{IDS IiiIOW? - Diane Rovitch &
Chester E.FinnJr. Afrial survey reproduca basic quations and answen
on history and literahrre, shows how badly our high schoolen ue being
taught. Fascinating data, sound comments bythe authors. $15.95
2599 CI,A$SICS TO REN) AIOTJD TO YOTJR CHII.DREN _
wlected by IV. F. Russell. Divided into 3 listening lwels: aga 5 and up, 8
and up, l1 and up. 33 clasia of prose and vene. $14.95
27t6 SPENCERIAN PENMANSHIP. Recapture the lo$ art of fine
handwriting with the respected Spncer Mehod. Instruction book plus 4
copybooks. Set $13.95
3014 TIIE CHILDREN'S BOOK OF RHIMES. 74 selecions. Clasic
poets, Christian verse, belovod nunery rhyma - all enhanced by Cicely
Mary Barker's lovely traditional parntings and dmwing. $14.1S
266{l tETTf,RS TO CHIIDREN - C. S. Lewis. Children from 8 h
88, that is. $9.95
2 volunes by lhe eninent 19th ctnfury educator Thonrs Hrney,
u$rted to nlhct good contemporry usoge
2875 HARVEY'S NTNMENTNIY GMMMAR & COMPOSII|ON,
Revired. Once for grada 4{, this can teach shrdents in high school today.
$10.9s
2t76 HARVEY'S REVISU) ENGUSH GRAMMAR. For today's
hi$ schoolen and up, a compbte mume - and a lifeime reference.
$13.9s
2891 IIIE CU)SING OF TIIE AMERICAN Mlt{D - Alhn Bloom.
The surprise bctseller - because it casts piercing light on our moral and
int€llectual crises. "Extraordinary." -Woll St, Journol. "Tlnt wrsrt of
documenfs, a genuinely profound book."-=Mlz Times. "Tltp most pre
vocative look at America inrecent memory."lnsight, "The book of tlte
y ar." -Wa hinglon Ti mes. $18,%
Use coupon to get your 3 free bonlks
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(J I Gover story: Do not confuse
trials with temptations. Jay Adams
says, "The same vent can go either
way." Whether you are strengthened
or weakened depends on you.
14 I "Single" is not synonymous with"shelved," especially when it comes to
serving God. Howard Erickson, Melanie
Graeber, and Angela Hunt offer a
challenge toSingle Servants.1, Perspectiver - The Cross and the
Wisdom of Men
David G Nunemaker 37
30 3,'frt3i''r*r' Ambassador
to Singles
Anoela Elwel l  Hunt
Profile
Buster Soaries
Angela Elwell Hunl
?O Ministry Update
?, Thunder in the Pulpitve Henrv Ward Beecher
Blanihe Gosselin
44 Family Living
34 The Nature of ChristHenrv Ward Beecher 49 
In Review
53 Preaching & Pastoring
DEPARTMENTS
6C| Newsvv National lnstitute of Health
Sanctions Research Involving
Fetal Tissue Transplants
Doug Waymire
7 You Said lt
64 News Briefs
. ,.r Jerry Falwell Comments
I U Why You Cannot Live without
the Bible
I What does the Bible teach concerning
marriage between a believer and a non-
believer? George Sweeting warns of
"The Dangers of an Unequal Yoke."
66 ll'rii,.ltn.urd You Resisn?
Ronald E. Hawkins
FEATURES
I t You Can Resist Temptation
| + Jay E. Adams
18 lllt]$ie,oGrace
AA The Dangers of
11 an Unequal Yoke
ueorge uweeilng
ltlr Sinole Servants
-10 
Horiard Erickson
28 ili:l f'8.f#wa**s For?
t i The Aging Christian Prays
+l J. Grant Swank, Jr.
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ProJessional/lndustrial Video /J|LJ
AG 450
CAMCORDER
o r/2" CCD Element
. 3 step high speed shutter
. 10x power zoom lens F1.4 with Macro
o Piezo auto focuq with 2 step zone
o ATW control
o Synchro edlt
. Flying erase head
List $2000.00
1989: ANOTHER YEAR OF SERVICE & SAVINGS!
Canoil
E7O 8MM
CAMCORD
o T L U X
o 6x f/1.4 power zoom
. Backlight compensation
o 1/1000 sec. hlgh-speed
shutter
. Composite video-out
List $1599.00 $1 269v*r
ADD $8.68 SHIPPING
WE CARRY
-aagF
EQUIPMENT
CALL FOR INFORMATION
*TES.&I,
SHURE
UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
126 $BBB''-'E
COPYETTE 1&1
HIGH SPEED
DUPLICATOR
. Coples C-60's In under
two mlnutes
r Easy, automatlc operatlon LiSt $399.00
: ;ffj,::'i""j;:?ffi ? .,1 ;"lll i,:'." $ 2 6 g. 1 year llmlted warranty
. 90 day l lmlted warranty on heads ADD $4.63 SHIPPING
9.""',q$,:.,1"T $769
audio-technica"
AT 853
CHOIR MICROPHONE
. Mlnlature unldlrectional
condenser mlcrophone
r Two mountlng methods:
cable hanger or stand adapt€r
o Battery or phantom power
o FlaUroll off response swltch
ll?loo $ 1 87 l3o*.,' sH,pp,NG
P. O. DRAWER 2957
PHONE (318) 32s-8674
WEST MONROE, LA71294
sup-p19.r_7nc. Order Direct:l -800-352-7222
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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YOU SAID IT
I The problem is SIN
When we speak to the world and/or
each other we must use biblical language
and concepts. This is very important and
not just a quibble over semantics.
Thus, or so it seems to me, it serious-
Iy misleads to run articles and headlines
that speak of sexual "addiction" or
''sexaholics." This is the language of the
world, the language of modern, secular,
Humanistic psychology. In addition, this
type of language lets the dope-user or
the fornicator or the adulterer off the
hook. It exempts him from any blame,
any responsibility for his actions.
The problem here is not ''addiction"
or any kind of "aholic." The prob-
lem here is SIN. The solution is to
repent.
The problem here is in man's heart,
not his glands or his chemical im-
balances.
We must talk God's talk. The power is
in His Word, not ours (and I, of course,
know you agree). Thanks for hearing me
out.
John Lofton
Laurel, Maryland
I A biblical concept
Thank you for an interesting maga-
zine. I have been re-reading the Septem-
ber issue and the article on Social
Secunty. Author Paul Baninger leaves us
with a good question, "Just how in-
volved should the church be with the
state?" The answer is probably "not at
all." Since, however, the religion of
humanity has taken its toll on our move-
ment, there is little hope our churches
will change.
On the subject of separation of
church and state, Barringer said, "Sorry,
that is a legal concept not a biblical one."
Sorry Paul, you are wrong on that one.
AII the experts in the historical
interpretation of the First Amendment
would disagree with you. Thomas Jeffer-
son may have had some such opinion but
he was wrong also, and he was hardly a
biblical authority.
From the point of view of historical,
biblical Baptists, the separation of
church and state has alwavs been a bib-
Iical one. We have held it as one of our
distinctives. Not as a legal matter, but a
scriptural principle.
Roger Williams saw it as a biblical
rather than legal matter. The Virginia
Baptists, who were basically respon-
sible for the First Amendment religious
clause, saw it as biblical. The doctrine is
clearly taught from Acts through the
Epistles. There is a separation of respon-
sibilities and power from the church and
state. Interestingly enough, they do not
overlap. The only thing we share is the
same people to work with.
Unfortunately religious leaders con-
tinue to abrogate to godless temporal
leaders what God has given to the
church. We have enough trouble without
further surrender.
Clay Nuttall, Pastor
Central Baptist Church
Hobart, Indiana
I Old, but not too old
As I read some old issues of your
magazine, I was saddened by the April
1987 "Shimei." My husband and I belong
to a medium-size independent, fun-
damental Baptist church where we are
very active. My husband is past 60 years
of age, and we find that in most churches
the old members do not even have a say
in what goes on. They are benched as too
old to be a part. The young people take
over and the ones with wisdom are
ignored. Don't get me wrong. I am very
pleased that the young are taking an
active paft in our churches, and I am not
so old yet that I dislike changes. I work
at a full-time job and believe in progress.
Just let us old folks be a part in this
planning.
We arejust as impoftant to God as the
young are, and if they would just stop
and think, they will, if God permits,
\[b have monev for
healftry, growhg dnnches
Discover how you can take advantage oflhe attractive Church
Financing Program otfered by CML. Minimum pre-qualilicalions
for a CML loan include: (1) 3 years of existence, (2) 100 adull
I
T"";lftTi,#::TffJl1ll;:'i;. I snce rcas
a preliminary mortgage loan application, call or write today. 
, I I
Tbll Fres l-800-258-3@12 unNH: 1-6os-224-2373) [1/
christian Mutuat Life, Mortgage Departryen, f t f-
6 Loudon Road, Concord, NH 03302-0858 cHntsraAn uui0Al lire
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-be our ages one day.
Thank you for letting me get this off
my chest. We read your magazine very
faithfully and thank the Lord for the
Jryurrur"L.
Jackie Disharoon
Lawrenceville, Georgia
I Thank you
Thank you for editing such a fine
Christian magazine with articles that
help Christian parents like me do a bet-
ber job of educating our children.
Fred Lilly
SMS Publications
Evanston, Illinois
I Sexual sin
Nathan publicly rebuked David for
his unrepentant sexual sin. Why does
Gregg Albers (Nov. 88, "Sexual Addic-
tion") say that Graham's rebuke of
preachers for porn-watching was "ex-
tremely dangerous?" Secondly, my
physician says, "run" (the Lord doesn't
need another weak-hearted, fat
preacher). Albers says running gives a
"Ngh" that is addictive, then he equates
drugs and sex with running and
working. I would like to meet a runner
whose will is set against running, but
whose desire for the "high" overwhelms
his will. My Bible says to abstain from
sinful imaginations and sinful sex and
from drugs, but I haven't found where
it says to abstain from running and
working.
Larry Carrier
Aurora, Nebraska
Editor's note: We apologi,ze for an
en'or i,n our DecembEr arti,cle, "Greg
Bucharur,n-Praisirry the Lord with the
Horp" (p. 42). The wrrect phorn rwmber
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PASTORS' CONFERTNCE
MAY 2-4. 1989
0n the campus of Calvary Bible College, Kansas City, M0
Dr, John Whitcomb Dr. Cal Probasco Mr. Lenny Seidel
Addressing the vital issues
of the church including
NeoEvangelism, Sign
Miracles, lnerrancy, Cod's
Sovereignty.
Expounding ondeveloping
the various elements of
preparing and proclaiming
Ood's word.
Revealing the dangers of
ungodly music in the church
as he teaches the
characteristics of good music.
o For p$tors, their uiaa,
Christian uorhers,
loy leaders
. Speciol sessto/ls for women
o Glorious closing concert
. Optionol registration plons.
(816)322-01l0
. . . r . . . . . . . . . . . t
: CALVARY BIBLE COLLEGE i
: ISSOO CALVARY D.. KANSAS CITY. MO 64I4i :
l'knst .suul w reislrolnn tnktrnnlion on the
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"I 'Retired Earlyt ..
PART-TIMEIN
ABUSINESSOF
MYO\ryN''
'$27,000 Part-time isn't bad for a guy who quit his
job, I'retired early'from the insurance and
securities business, now make good money
part-time with Pace; and have as much work as
I care to handle." A true story by a very lr.ppy
Pace distributor.
3JI 'm st i l l
changed for
distributor!
all started. .
amazed how things have
me since I became a Pace
Let me tell you how it
start working as l i t t le as two hours a week
and then goTull  t ime when your income
exceeds your regular job. tl
What our successful Pace distributor is
too modest to say is that he actually did
over $100,000 worth of rooftng
business last year, in spite of living in
a depressed,f.-3lt; irea! And thiat's
workinq less than half o[the year, leavinq
the resi of the time flor his' family anil
other interests.
What makes Pace such a good business
is that i t  costs a fortund for schools,
hospitals, plants and other commercial
bui ldings to have roofing companies
repair o-r re-do their rools. Face bybasses
thb roofer- lets the bui ldinq ownerapply
Pace Seamless Spray r ight"over the'ol i l
roof ... and the smallest Seamless
Spray order earns you over $1,550
in comrnissions.
Pace ships the Seamless Spray equip-
ment on Free Loan. Your customer Pays
only for.the roofing products. His own
men apply i t  (or i fyou want to make even
more money, you can hand.le the applica-
t ion, too). I t 's as simple as that."
No Investment!
You, too, can enioy the same success. Best
of al l ,  you don' i  have to invest a penny.
You don't need any special background
or experience. Of couise, ifyou ha-ve sell-
ing, construction or appl icat ion expen-
ente. vou' l l  benefi t  even-more so.
Pace is a proven winner. That's why it
is used bv- such well-known firms as
Ford Motors, American Airlines,
Holidaylnns and thousands more.
Be Your Orf,'n Boss!
You'l l  l ike being your own boss and mn-
ninq a successlul business. You can set
youi own hours, ease offwhenever you
feel like it. make vour own decisions lnd
stop taking orders from somebody else.
You can start out eaming extra income
part-t ime (with the option of going ful l
t ime any t ime you w ish) . . .o rqo  nght  in to
ir full rili! Pace bflers that kind offlexibilirv.
There is no w.r i t ing, either. You can start
making money.from your very f irst day.
You_ get your bl8 commlsslons up tront.
Paid in advance. weeklv!
FREE Details-No Obligation!
Would you like to eam biq money?
Would vou like the freedom"and indb-
pendence of your own business? Let
us mail you the facts. Simply fill in
the coupon and we'll rush ybu all the
details. There's no obligation. No sales-
man will call.
"When the national economy wasn't
going too well .  I  decided to get out ofthe
business I was in. I  had qiven some
thought to ret inng, but wai real ly too
young for that. We-l l ,  i t  so happened my
own commercial bui lding hah a leaky
rooI Roofing contractor pnces were liter-
al ly sky hiRhl Then I remembered an art i-
cle ab'out-Pace Products and how wrth
their exclusive Seamless Spray process
you could actual ly bypass'high' pnced
contractors. I  sent lor their l i terature, saw
how easy it was to sell, and I wound up
doing the roofmyselfusing Pace products
ano Know now.
"Well, word qot around about how
much money I hid saved and that opened
a whole new world of opportunity. Ever
since then I 've been l ike a'cat on a hot t in
roof! The ftrst year I did 15 roof lobs.
Almost double that the second vear,
and had 
" 
lr,rgg backlog. Mo.st of ihese
were big iobs l ike the county home. the
Chevy-Bluick garage, bank buildings. city
hal l .  Big lobs i leai big moneyl
"The business I used to be in had
been pretty good to me, but I  real ly had to
work both'nights and days. With Pace,
business jusi seems to'fall into your
lap,- I don't really-do any, promotinf or
' se l l lng ' . . .  most  o l  my sa les  come l rom
referrals, and my phohe's ringrng all the
time.
"What I like to tell people is that Pace
oflers a fine income opportunity. You can I aur-st"te-zip- 
I
L - - r r r - r r - - - - J
V/ Lr-\r !oU- O'c-Li-Lr-oL
L-Lvc v/ [tlr-ottJ.[ tlr-Lr E[L:"1c.-
| - ible study, Bible teaching, and
I - Bible preaching are vital to the
L-, Christian life. The Bible is not
just a book. The Bible is the Word of
God, and you cannot Iive without it.
Why is the Bible so important? What
does it do for you when you read it,
when you study it, when you memorize
it, when you share it with others? Is the
Bible really relevant and practical for
the twenty-first century?
The Scripture calls itself by at least
nine major symbols. These are vital for
you. You cannotlive withoutthis wonder-
ful, marvelous Word of the living God.
A Mirror. The Bible is called a mirror
because it reflects the mind of God and
the true condition of man. We must look
into this mirror every day to see the holi-
ness of God and the unrighteousness of
man, to keep our perspective as to who
we are. In order to stay alive spiritually
we must ever be aware of who we are,
of where we are, of our needs, and of our
sinfulness. When we get away from the
Word of God, that wonderful mirror, our
Christian lives begtn to fade.
A Seed. God's Word is called a seed
because once properly planted in our
hearts it brings forth life, growth, and
fruit. A Christian is saved without the
daily application of the Word of God, but
we need that seed of God every day,
sown in our hearts, so that our fruitful-
ness and life and development and
growth can be obvious to all.
Water. The Bible refers to itself as
water from heaven. Water does three
things for the saints of God. As we read
the Bible, this water of God, it cleanses
us. How we need that daily cleansing.
Secondly, it quenches thirst. Tlue chil-
dren of God have a great thirst to
know more about Him. The Word of God
quenches that thirst. Number three, it
has refreshing qualities. lbo many saints
go for long periods without the water of
the Word of God. No wonder thev are
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spiritually dead. We must pour the water
of the Word of God into our souls daily.
A Lamp. God's Word is called a lamp
because it shows us the way, so we
won't fall into the ditches and into the
dangerous places. It shows us where we
are now It shows us where we are going
When you are down
away from you-family,
all that matters
is the Word of God.
next, providing the wisdom we need to
keep us from falling. God's Word lights
our path as we take one step at a time.
A Sword. God's Word is called a
sword because of its piercing ability. In
Ephesians 6:11-17 Paul tells us to put on
the whole armor of God. helmet. breast-
plate, shoes, and so forth, and the offen-
sive weapon that Paul tells us to take
unto ourcelves is the two-edged sword.
It is our instrument, our offensive
weapon, against Satan and all his fiery
darts.
Our lnrd Jesus used the Word against
Satan when He went into the wilderness.
Three times Satan came at Him with all
he had, the lust of the flesh, the lust of
the eyes, the pride of life, and three times
our Lord quoted Scripture to him and
drove him away. You can do the same.
Gold and Silver. God's Word refers to
itself as precious metals because of its
desirability, because of its preciousness,
because of its value, because of its beau-
ty. The Word of God is all of that. It is
to absolutely nothing,
the most desirable thing in the universe.
When you are down to nothing in this
world, absolutely nothing, when every-
thing is taken away from you-family,
health, any hope for life-all that mat-
ters is the Word of God.
Nourishing Food. God's Word is
called milk, and meat, and bread, and
honey. God's Word is so sweet. If you
have ever had a broken heaft, and if you
have been in the family of God very long
you have, you will know what the
psalmist meant when he said that God's
Word is sweeter than honey and the
honeycomb. When everybody else is
beating your brains out, God brings
nourishment to you through His Word,
to impart strength to your spirit.
A Hammer. God's Word is called a
hammer because of its ability to build up
and to tear down. His Word will build
you up, and it will tear down those king-
doms of darkness and sin in your life. Do
you want to get rid of those bad habits?
God's Word, Iike a hammer, will break
those things to pieces. The kingdoms of
Satan are destroyed by God's Word, the
hammer.
A Fire. God's Word is called a fire be-
cause of its judging ministry. When you
read God's Word, He judges you. He puts
His finger on things in your life that
ought not to be. He convicts you of
wrongdoing, bad attitudes, immorality,
sin. The fire of the Word of God purifies,
burning away the dross. God's Word will
consume you. I don't know of anybody
who is doing an).thing in the work of God
today, successfully, who is not consumed
by the Word of God. The Bible will set
you on fire and keep you on fire.
You cannot live without the Word of
God. Read it. Study it. Memorize it. Hide
it away in your heart. Let this Book be-
come your first voice in the morning,
your strength for the day, the last read-
ing of the night, and it will be everything
you need, just when you need it. I
when everything is taken
health, any hope for life-
LifeAid exists in order to help people "put the pieces back together." Since its inception, LifeAid has
literally meant help to more than 50,000 people from all walks of life. Through LifeAid: Suicidal
people receive immediate help; Ex-prisoners find new hope; Drug addicts discover new lifestyles;
Attempted suicides are stopped; Abandoned children find refuge; Homeless families obtain shelter;
Emotionally unstable find peace; Broken ma^niages are restored; Unemployed find work; Perplexed people
receive guidance; Abortions are prevented; etc.
YES, Christ-centered help isnow only aphone call away!
1.8oo.LlFEAlD
1-800-543-3243
Share itwith others r Experience it for yourself.
To discover how you can become involved with the Liberty LifeAid effort, call or write now for your
free information packet. Send all correspondence to:
Liberty LifeAid Mission o Langhorne Plaza. Lynchburg, VA 24514
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kM M ffi e had been on our new field
@$W of service two days; the jet
W ffi lag still showed in the bags
under our eyes. After two terms in West
Africa, we were called to France, to a
new type of service, one with a heavy
concentration of ministry among
college- and career-aged young adults.
We looked forward to an evangelism and
church-planting ministry among the
thousands of national and internation-
al young people whose intellects were
being filled with every form of educa-
tion and indoctrination, yet whose
hearts remained desperately void of
peace, love, and righteousness.
The missionaries of our mission
agency were holding their annual con-
ference the week we arrived. Spiritual
nourishment, warm fellowship, and
field business were the order for the
week. We looked forward to making
new friends and learning more regard-
ing the possibilities of ministry in this
new land of God's appointment.
One of the missionaries whose ac-
quaintance we made, sat down for a
chat with me the second day of the con-
ference. In discussing our aspirations for
this ministry he posed a question that
struck me to the quick. "David, since
you wish to reach the university stu-
dents, tell me, what qualifications do
you have to reach them at their intellec-
tual level? France is, after all, a country
whose educational standards are among
the highest in the world."
The Challenge of Intellectualism.
The question took me off guard and I
could not immediately provide an an-
swer. I have had my fair share of college-
level education, but I was acutely aware
that I had barely more than a passing
acquaintance with only some of the
myriad philosophies espoused and
by David G. Nunemaker
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indoctrinated by France's university
professors. The question troubled me. In
the face of the teachings of French and
other philosophers, and their seemin$y
intellectual approach to life, I won-
dered, could I really hold my own in a
simple attempt to share the elemental
but majestic message of salvation in
Jesus Christ?
The message of
the Cross is
ineomprehensible in
the dimension of
world philosophies.
That timeless,
unehanging story
is a message for
the heart, and not
just the head.
The Declaration of Scripture. The
apostle Paul said, "I, brethren, when I
came to you, came not with excellency
of speech or of wisdom, declaring unto
you the testimony of God. For I deter-
mined not to know any thing among
you, save Jesus Christ, and him cruci-
fied. And I was with you in weakness
and in fea4 and in much trembling. And
my speech and my preaching was not
with enticing words of man's wisdom,
but in demonstration of the Spirit and
of power: that your faith should not
stand in the wisdom of men, but in the
power of God" (1 Cor. 2:1-5).
I could certainly identify with Paul's
statement. In light of my well-meaning
colleague's query I was forced to admit
that my preaching could not be "with
enticing words of man's wisdom." My
message was uniquely the simple mes-
sage of Jesus Christ, and Him crucified.
What, then, is the intent of Paul's
statement? What revelation is couched
in the expression of his apparent inabil-
ity to compete with all the world's
philosophies? It certainly could not be
a belittling of intellectualism, because
his own credentials were far and above
those of the average intellectual of his
day (see Gal. 1:11-14). If we agree that
there exists a necessity for understand-
ing the various trends of thought and
philosophies being taught today, and
remember that Paul was himself a well-
instructed man, why does there appear
to be a paradox in his declaration that
his preaching was not equal to the "en-
ticing words" of man's wisdom?
A Different Dimension. The
answer became startlin$y clear to us as
we established ourselves in the Paris
area, and began to reach out to the hun-
gry hearts around us. We quickly dis-
covered what Paul had known all along:
all the philosophies of the world reach
out to the intellect, but they can never
touch the hungry void of the heart. The
two dimensions are an eternity apart.
Does this mean that it is futile to
apply an intellectual approach to the
proclamation of the gospel? Are the ef-
forts of "biblical intellectuals," such as
the late Francis Schaeffer and many like
him, in conflict with Paul's declaration
in Scripture? Where and how can we ap-
ply apologetics to the issue? What about
the "reason of the hope" that is in us?
Obviously, there is no need to
minimize an elemental understanding of
the intellectual positions of those with
whom we are dealing regarding salva-
tion. Indeed, a casual or careless ap-
proach to their level of philosophical
comprehension may well offend and
I
turn them away. Our objective can never
be to belittle their point of view. We
must, rather, reach out compassionately
to them with the simple but vital mes-
sage that all their intellectualism is of
no avail when measured by the unique
and unchanging criterion established by
Jesus Christ regarding eternal life: that
is, salvation is a matter of God's grace
through belief in His Son. There can
never be another way.
Understanding Other Philosophies.
An individual involved in the preaching
of the message of the Cross rapidly finds
himself obliged to acquire at least a
basic understanding of his listener's
point of view This is so for several
reasons. First, it provides a demon-
stration of interest in the listener's
Iife. In fact, it is an extension of basic
courtesy. The listener is immediately
put at ease, and tends to be more
open and honest, when the personal
worker appears to understand his point
of view.
Furthermore, one must have an
understanding of other philosophies in
order to convey-first, to himself, then
to his listener-the basic argument that
the dimension of philosophy does not,
nor ever shall, touch the realm of
the soul. Faith in Jesus Christ is not
just another point of view. It is not
simply a change of mind. It is a life
transformation.
Another important reason for com-
prehending other philosophies is simply
to avoid intellectual laziness. How
shallow, how trite, to simply say, "My
only task is to preach the Cross-
regardless of what my listener thinks,"
Nowhere in Scripture do we find an
excuse for laxity in our approach of
others with the gospel message. An
elemental comprehension of different
philosophical positions often leads the
personal worker to identify with the
pafticular heart-cry of the person to
whom he is endeavoring to present his
message. Invariably, a listener has
adopted a specific philosophy in an
attempt to appease the need of his own
heart. He does not, of course, realize
that this need cannot be met through
any form of intellectualism whatsoever.
The personal worker who is familiar
with the line of reason of his listener,
can adapt his presentation of the gospel
message to that particular situation. The
presentation format may change; the
message never does.
The Validity of Intellectual Evan-
gelism. The apostle Paul indicated his
calling quite clearly. He said, "Christ
sent me. . . to preach the gospel: not
with wisdom of words, lest the cross of
Christ should be made of none effect.
For the preaching of the cross is to them
that perish foolishness; but unto us
which are saved it is the nower of God"
(l Cor. 1:17-18).
Faith in Jesus Christ
is not just another
point of view.
It is not simply
It is a life
transformation.
Does Paul belittle "the wisdom of
words"? Does he pass over the
philosophical positions of his listeners
simply to proclaim a pat message? We
know otherwise, in part by the elo-
quence of his reasoning throughout his
epistles, but also by the record of his
varying style of preaching-depending
on the situation in which he found him-
self (i,e., the sermon from Mars Hill).
What are we to deduce from Paul's
espousal of the foolishness of preach-
ing? Simply this: we are always to shun
"philosophizing" the message of the
gospel (endeavoring to present the
gospel as a supreme sort of philosophy)
in order to influence those whom we
consider to be of a certain intellectual
level. The beauty and simplicity of the
story of the Cross must always remain
just that-even if the world considers
the preaching of such a message as folly.
This does not, however, mean that
our evangelism efforts need be devoid
of attractiveness. We may demonstrate
an intellectual approach to evangelism
not only in our choice of words, but also
in our manner of speaking. If we truly
believe that faith in Jesus Christ totally
transforms an individual, we may logi
cally assume that even our intellect
bears the distinguishing marks of such
a transformation. Clarity and logic are
intellectually appealing, and provide
powerful persuasiveness for one con-
fronted by the claims of Jesus Christ.
a change of mind.
Apologetics most definitely has its place
in our preaching.
We must know and be able to pro-
vide the reason for our hope. Further-
more, we must be able to demonstrate
the difference between righteousness
and evil, between truth and error. We
must be able to declare in confidence
the veracity of Scripture, as opposed to
the false indoctrinations of unbelievers.
The difference between intellectualism
and intellectual evangelism is simply
that in intellectual evangelism, the mes-
sage remains a nonphilosophical issue,
even though it is presented in an in-
tellectual way.
The Ultimate Criterion: Results.
Years have passed since my well-
intentioned colleague floored me with
his query regarding my qualifications
for reaching college- and career-aged
people of France. Although I now know
considerably more about the philoso-
phies expounded in the French univer-
sities, I realize I will never fully under-
stand them all.
Yet that fact has not held back the
blessing of God in our ministry here.
Why? Why have we seen youth, young
and older adults, come to know Jesus
Christ as Saviour and Lord? It has cer-
tainly not been because of college
degrees or philosophical comprehen-
sion. There has been nothing remark-
able about our style of presentation of
the gospel message that could have
brought results.
The answer lies in Paul's declaration
that the message of the Cross is
"foolishness"-incomprehensible in the
dimension of world philosophies. The
reason is simply that the message of the
Cross-that timeless, unchanging
story-is a message for the heart, and
not just the head.
The message must be preached. The
heart must be touched. Tbuched, yes,
through a discernment of the reason-
ings behind the heart's cry. TLruched,
yes, in an eloquent, Iogical presentation
of Christ's claims. But we must reach
for the dimension beyond reasonings,
the world where philosophy and in-
tellectualism do not count. We must
reach for the soul, the only part of man
that can respond to the message of the
Cross.
I David G. Nunemaker is a missionary
pastor in Montereau, France. He is a
member of Evangelical Baptist Missions.
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to make progress? Is there any hope for
me?"
That's what Phyllis asked when talk-
ing to her pastor about her problem of
overspending. But it might as readily
have been Mark, struggling to over-
throw the temptation to view porno-
graphic videotapes and movies on
television.
Perhaps in periods of self-disgust you
have also said things like that. Possibly,
even now as you read, you find yourself
relating to Phyllis's words. Let me say
at the outset: there is hope. James
recognizes your problem, describes the
forces of temptation at work within
you, and tells you what can be done
about them.
"Let no man say when he is tempt-
ed, I am tempted of God: for God can-
not be tempted with evil, neither
tempteth he any man: But every man
is tempted, when he is drawn away of
his own lust, and enticed. Then when
lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth
sin: and sin, when it is finished, bring-
eth forth death. Do not err, my beloved
brethren" (James 1:13-16).
Tfials and Tbmptations. Because
there is some confusion about the words
tri,al and tem,ptation, James distin-
guishes the two. God doesn't empt His
children, even though He does strength-
en and complete them through trials.
The distinction is interesting, especially
in the original where the very same
word is used for both. (The word
switches its meaning from trial, vv. 2,
12, to temptation, vv. 13-14.) Actually,
this term takes its meaning from the
context in which it is used, That, in
itself, is instructive: the same ex-
perience may be viewed from either of
two perspectives. Indeed, the whole
point of James's teaching is that the
same event can go either way; it can be-
come a trial strengthening you or a
temptation weakening you-depending
on how you respond to it.
If Phyllis had successfully resisted
the temptation to buy when she
shouldn't and Mark had not watched
pornographic material that he
shouldn't, they would have grown. As
it is, they did not grow; they were fur-
ther weakened. What makes the event
either a trial or a temptation for you is
your response to it.
From God's perspective, the event is
an opportunity, designed for your good;
a trial that can strengthen. From Satan's
perspective, the event has potential for
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evil that will weaken you. In every trial,
you should remember the double possi
bility. Some Christians never gai4 the
twofold perspective. They construe
every event only as a temptation and
miss the opportunity for inner growth.
Seeing only temptation defeats and dis-
courages and, in part, accounts for their
The saltne eoent
ecm go either wwi
it ean beeome a
tri,al strengthen-
ong aou or u
tem,ptntion
wealsening Aou-
dependf;ng on how
aou respond t0 it.
failure to overcome. The first step,
therefore, is to discover the full poten-
tial for good that exists in every event,
even if at first the situation seems like
a temptation.
Who Is to Blame? Clearly, not every
believer handles temptation well. James
says, "If you sin during a time of trial,
don't blame God, He sent it for your
good; you misused it. You are to blame
if you yield to temptation. God has no
propensity to sin, and He doesn't tempt
you to commit sin. Every time of trouble
comes as a wall with two doors; on the
one is written God's way to uictorg, on
the other Safan's uay to d,efeat. The fact
that you opened the wrong door and
stepped in is not God's fault, but youts."
The problem is not in God; it is not
in the event; it is in you. You turn the
event into an occasion to satisfy some
desire. The event may be innocent or
sinful. But, if innocent, it becomes in-
ful if indulged at the wrong time, in the
wrong way, or for the wrong purpose.
The way James puts it is that you en-
tice yourcelf to sin. By allowing the out-
side event to stir some inner desire, you
create the temptation.
No beautiful woman can tempt you
if your heart is right. Strong drink is no
temptation when your inner desires are
under control. You, not God, are to
blame. James doesn't even bring Satan
into the picture. You must take full
responsibility for your sin. You can
blame it on no one but vourself.
Knowledge Helps. "If I had only
known." That's what you hear Chris-
tians saying after they have trans-
gressed God's Word. Well, spoken seri-
ously (not as an excuse), there is some
truth in what they say. Knowledge daes
help. In fact, that is the second reason
why God pulls aside the curtain and
gives you a view of the dynamics at
work within. He is concerned not only
to place the responsibility where it be-
longs, but also to enlighten you. When
you know what is going on, you can take
steps to resist the dark forces within
that turn trials into sin. Knowledge is
important, but without works, faith, no
matter how well-informed, is dead.
The Process. As James describes it,
the process involves either being
"hooked and drawn up" or "enticed
(drawn aside) and caught by bait."
Ttanslated either way, the passage pic-
tures a fish enticed by the fisherman's
lure. The sinning Christian is lured away
from the place of safety by his own
desire. And this desire, indulged, Ieads
to transgression (v. 15). Your concern,
then, should be to assume responsibility
for temptation, Iearn the process by
which you provoke it, and take mea-
sures to counter it.
God takes pains to describe this pro-
cess of temptation from start to finish
because it consists of a series of stages.
And that means the process can be
short-circuited. Just as you can miss the
full blessings of a trial by illegitimately
cutting short the trial that produces
them, so too can you cut off the life
cycle of sin at any step in the process.
Let's look briefly at each of the steps
in order.
Step One: Intercourse (in the
heart). An event occurs. Within, your
desire stirs in response to it. You recog-
nize this and could cut the process hort
before sinning in the heart by changing
the direction of your thoughts (Phil.
4:8). You don't. Instead you allow your
imagination to contemplate the possibil-
ity of sin. You assent o the sin in your
mind; your mind goes to bed with the
desire. You have sinned in your heart.
That is what the writer of Proverbs was
getting at when he warned against
thinking about the beauty of the
adulteress in your heart.
Step TWo: Conception (in the
heart). If this intercourse of the heart
continues, conception of outer sin will
occur. That is to say, next, you begin to
contemplate actually carrying out the
sin, not merely indulging in it in your
heart. Again, as you do this you can cut
the process short by rejecting these
plans, repenting of inner consent, and
planning instead acts of outer righ-
teousness.
Step Three: Birth (of sin; outer
transgression). Sinful acts can be
prevented by radical amputation (Matt.
5:28ff). You can guard against acts of
sin (transgressions) through the radical
amputation or elimination of whatever
facilitates sin. That will lead first
to awareness-it is impossible to sin
automatically and unconsciously when
you have eliminated those things that
contribute to it; and, secondly, to a
condition in which it is difficult to sin
again in the same way. The latter re-
quires putting impediments in the way.
Step Four: Death. It is interesting
to think of death being ''born! " Yet that
is exactly the bold imagery that James
uses. We need not concern ourselves
with this matter since, for the Chris-
tian, death has been cut off by regener-
ation andjustification. A true believer
will not continue in the sin; he will
repent (1 John 3:9-10). Thus, for the be-
liever, the line leading to death has
already been severed by Christ.
In summary, desire seizes upon an
outer opportunity to assert herself,
turning this event into a temptation.
The two come together at desire's com-
mand and become the parents of trans-
gression. In turn, in the unbeliever, that
temptation ultimately leads to the birth
of spiritual death.
Intercourse and Conception. Every
Christian has the capacity to resist sin.
And the best time to do so is before its
conception in the heart. The heart is the
inner life that you live before yourself
and God alone. By understanding the
alluring ways of your desires and refus-
ing to consent o them, you will cut the
sin process short before it has begun.
But unless you recognize which temp-
tations especially appeal to you, you will
tend to deceive yourself. What are some
of those ways you deceive yourself?
Prodded by teachings of self-love, TV
commercials, and other forms of adver-
tisement, desires within you urge "Go
ahead; you deserve it!" You should keep
in mind that you don't deserve any-
thing, but that all good you have or ever
will have is the gift of God. Remember,
deser'ue is a concept that has only to do
with condemnation, never with bless-
ing. Christian, yo:u deserue hell; you are
going to heaven by the grace of God.
Grace means that you are going to
heaven in spi,te of what you dnserae.
Desire may also try to allure you by
telling you that you have a "need" for
the forbidden pleasure. But according to
Scripture, your needs are relatively few:
'And having food and raiment let us be
Daery time of
trouble eornes os o
wall with two
d,oors. The fq,et
that Aou opened,
the wrong d,oor
and stapped in
is not God,)s fault,
but Aou,rs.
therewith content" (1 Tim. 6:8). In fact,
if you boil it down to essentials, Jesus
said, "But one thing is needful"-the
Word of Christ (Luke 10:42).
People used to say, "I need a fork to
eat my food; I need a saw to cut the
wood." They were speaking of relative
needs; not compelling absolutes. This is
a legitimate use of the word. And the
need was for something external to
themselves. Now, however, you hear
people saying, "I have a need to do so
and so." And they make these so-called
internal needs sound like absolutes. If
you need it, then by all means, youm,ust
have it, so it is not wrong to want it or
get it. This Humanistic philosophy holds
that man is a creature of needs who
must fulfill his needs or he cannot func-
tion well (as Christians construe it,
"well" means obeying God). Hence, this
new psycholo$cal construction-which
now seems to be replacing the simple "I
need a... " phrase-is used to justify
all sorts of sin.
If you substitute the word dnsire for
the word nned, whenever you run across
the new construction, almost always
you will come closer to the truth. Mark
did not "have a need to view porno-
graphic material." He had a desire to.
Phyllis didn't "have a need to over-
spend." She wanted to. In both cases,
when they gave in to their desires, they
sinned. Contrary to James, the new con-
struction excuses one from responsibil-
ity. When you think of desires as needs,
it is harder to resist them. So, it is espe-
cially important in this day in which
error about the inner functioning of the
human being is so prevalent, to under-
stand that what leads to sinful behavior
is not inner needs but inner desires.
Acts of Sin. The third stage in the
steps of sin is its outward expression in
words and deeds. Clearly, even if you sin
in your heart it is not necessary for you
to sin outwardly as well, Both the inner
assent and the outer expression are sins
and, before God, neither is worse than
the other. Socially speaking, however, it
is usually worse to sin outwardly as
well. It is certainly better for another
if you hate him in your heart, but do not
follow through by shooting him in the
head! Once you have committed inner
sin, there is still the possibility of
repenting of it and cutting off the
process at this point. lio go further and
sin outwardly as well as inwardly only
doubles the sin before God and man and
complicates matters.
When repenting of a sin of the heart
(for example, revengeful thoughts) you
must seek God's forgiveness. When you
commit outward transgressions (actual-
ly do something revengeful toward
another), you must seek forgiveness
both from God and from the one against
whom you transgressed.
Ttue repentance for sin of the heart
will forestall outward acts of sin. Tbue
repentance involves taking action to
block further sin by radical amputation
of all aids to sin and effort to plan ahead
to do what is fine in the eyes of every-
one (Rom. l2:L7). At the time of repen-
tance, you should also take action to
learn to say or do whatever God requires
in that situation rather than the sinful
word or deed.
The struggle within requires valiant
fighting. Tbo often Christians think that
merely passive faith or recognition of
the victory of Christ by which we too
are counted victorious in Him is suffi-
cient. This sort of quietism has led many
believers into despair. We are command-
ed to act, but not in our own strength.
We are to obey all the Lord's commands,
in the wisdom and power of the indwel-
ling Spirit, who strengthens us to over-
come sin by means of the Scriptures to
which He enlightens us.
What about You? In general, it is
helpful to see sin spelled out as a
conti,rrued on page 56
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The
Arnazing Grace
of John Newton
fVTnrn "RootE" Aurst upon the liturary world, i,n
I t/ September 1976, it 1t)os Mx i.m,mnd;intn phpnrJmn-
Y Y non. Ten years later mi,Ilions of copies
haue been sold in more than 40 larryuages; the tel,eai,sion
miniseries has been seen bg ouer 500 million peopln; and,
the story of Aler Haley's African annestor, Ifunta Kintq
who wos taken in chains front, Gambia to board a Brit-
i,sh slaae ship in 1767, hos become part of hi,story.
The Di,gest was privileged to publish the first words
from "Roots," and during a recent visit to Pleasantville,
Roving Editor Haley told how his research for the book
had led him to the story of John
Newton, a minister who preached
and wrote hymns in En$and even
as Kunta Kinte entered slavery in
America.
"Ever since," Haley says, "I
have wanted to tell this story. New-
ton was once a slave-ship captain.
But before he died, he helped in-
spire the first gfeat step toward the
abolition of slavery and he wrote
the world's most beloved hymn-a
hymn that remains a moving per-
sonal testament to salvation."
John Newton was born in Lon-
don on July 24,1725, to a pious and
shy mother and an authoritarian
He told stories
from the pulpit
on his father's ship. During this time he strayed further
and further from his mother's religious teachings.
By his teens, he was an expert sailor, but his father ap-
prenticed him to a merchant at Alicante, Spain. The
l5-year-old disobeyed orders, fought with anyone who
crossed him, and was sent back because of his unsettled
behavior. As he later confessed, "I believe for some years
I never was an hour in any company without attempting
to corrupt them."
Next his father arranged for John to learn the planta-
tion business in Jamaica. Before leaving, the youth went
to visit his mother's relatives in Chatham, England, and,
in one of the twists of circumstance
that filled Newton's life, met and
fell in love with Mary Catlett, not
quite 14. Mary reminded him of his
mother. So smitten was John that
he prolonged the visit and missed
his ship.
Months later he was impressed
into the British navy. In 1745, mid-
shipman Newton set sail for the
East Indies on the H.M.S. Hamti,ch.
The voyage was to last five years,
but a storm hit and the Haru.ti,ch
had to anchor off Plymouth, En-
$and. Newton was put in charge of
a boat going ashore, with instruc-
tions to see that none of the crew
of his seafaring life,
his great sins Lnd
his own unworthiness
ro pfeach the Gospel.
father. Tb the boy's relief, his shipmaster father would
spend only a few weeks at home between yearJong
voyages.
When John was seven, his mother died of tuberculo-
sis. The shipmaster, practical man that he was, remarried
before his next voyage; for John, however, the loss of his
mother was devastating. He became stubborn, disrespect-
ful and difficult, and soon was packed off to a boarding
school.
There he was confronted with a headmaster who wield-
ed a cane and a birch rod. The experience "almost broke
my spirit," he later confided in a letter. But more torment
was in store.
At age 11, John was put to sea as an apprentice sailor
deserted. Lovesick and headstrong, John himself escaped.
Afraid to ask for directions to Chatham, he walked for two
days before he was arrested by a military patrol and
returned to the Harwich. There he was put into irons,
stripped and flogged as a deserter, then transferred to a
ship that ranked lowest in the maritime world-a ship en-
gaged in the slave trade. "From this time I was exceed-
in$y vile," he later confessed.
The female slaves on board were at the crew's disposal.
John Newton, not quite 20 and now a militant atheist, in-
dulged his sexual appetites as often as he wished. He was
a far cry from the studious child who had sung hymns at
his mother's knee.
In Sierra Leone, he left the ship to work for a slave deal-
er, a white man named Clow. Clow's common-law African
wife hated John; when he fell desperately ill, she deniedby Alex Haley
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him food and water, and had her own black slaves torment on his rounds to the sick and needy, but he also told stories
him. Miraculously, Newton survived, but only to live in from the pulpit of his seafaring life, his gleat sins and his own
virtual bondage for more than a year on Clow's plantation. unworthiness to preach the Gospel. Moreover, Newton dared
His life had reached its nadir. to replace the conventional psalm-singing with the singing
Newton's father had urged a ship-owning friend in Liver- of hymns that were simple enough to be understood and felt
pool to ask all captains of his slave ships working along the by the plain people. When Newton published An Authentic
African coast to search for John and to bring him home. In Narrati,ue in 1764, a graphic first-person record of his past
February 1747 the ship Greyhound,put in at a port in Sierra debauchery and rescue, so many people flocked to his church
Leone, and Newton-through a series of divine interventions, that a new gallery had to be added.
he would later say-was found. The Qreyhaundwas on a long After 15 years, Newton of Olney was reassigned to St. Mary
trade cruise, returning to England via Brazil. Seeking some- Woolnoth, a distinguished church in London. Though his new
thing to do, Newton began reading position brought him great in-
The Imi,tation of Christ, by Thomas r r .r fluence and social status, he never
a Kempis, a classic study of spir- He neVef lOSt ioii tt 
" 
image of himself broken
itual l i fethat includedwarningsof r  .  ^a. <^ andwretchedonthecoastofAfr i -God's judgment. Disturbga ulttrg the image Of himself ca, hating God and his own soul. Hisbook's message, he flung it aside. It () constant message, even to London's
was March 9, 1748, the turning bfOkgn and Wfetched elite, was that he himself was liv-point of Newton's life. ing proof God would save the very
",,4T:jT|;,?1t'#!,ffiilT* on the coast of Africa, 
*oiil,rru, in yet another twist or
:,ii;1:lol Tl,':,|;lll,l.1','fil hating God iffi;ll?-1,""Ui,i1."1,i,1,Ji'ru,il1
:lffT:'.i:i,Ylli1ffi'..:?il:'lf and his own soul. ;AffSJ:Xiil"XlhTi::1'#il'J
claimed. But Newton and others ment, Wilberforce had recently ex-
did pump from 5 a.m. until noon. perienced a religious awakening.
"If this will not do, the Lord have mercy upon us!" Newton Though his friends predicted a great political career,
cried out, startled by his own words. Wilberforce was convinced that his privileged life had no
The Greyhounddid. survive, and when she finally limped purpose.
into Liverpool she carried a different John Newton from "the A Trump Card. Years before, Newton had been a friend
blasphemer" who had been plucked from the African coast. and neighbor of Wilberforce's aunt, and as a youngster Wil-
As he later explained, "I began to know there is a God that liam had come under Newton's spell. Now "reborn," Wilber-
hears and answers prayer . . . though I can see no reason why force sought out the 60-year-old Newton for spiritual counsel.
the Lord sin$ed me out for mercy." (For the rest of Newton's Should he resign from Parliament and enter the ministry?
Iife, he prayed and fasted on each anniversary of that fate- No, advised Newton. God can make you "a blessing both as
ful March morning.) a Christian and a statesman."
Tboubled Conscience. Newton rushed to Chatham to see
Mary and after a voyage as first mate on a slave ship, John
Newton, 24, married Mary Catlett, 20. For the next four years,
John captained slave ships. At first he had no scruples about
slave trading, which was considered respectable and essen-
tial to Britain's prosperity. But as his new faith steadily grew,
he wrestled with his conscience. TWice each Sunday he be-
gan conducting his white crew in prayers as the chained Afri-
cans lay closely packed, some of them dying, on the opposite
side of the ship.
During his next two voyages to Guinea, buying and sell-
ing blacks, he tried to act mercifully toward them. Then in
1754, while Newton was sitting at home drinking tea with
Mary he suffered a minor stroke. He recovered, but it was
clear that his days at sea were over.
A Growing Flock. Newton was appointed the official
Liverpool tide surveyor in 1755. With time on his hands, he
studied Latin, mathematics and the Scriptures. He also wrote
hymns and began to preach occasionally as a lay evangelist.
Increasingly he felt the call to enter the ministry.
lnI764 the new Rev. John Newton, 39, was appointed the
curate of Olney, a little village on the bank of the River
Ouse in Buckinghamshire. Newton loved his Olney parishio-
ners. "Brothers and sisters," he called them. Many were poo4
uneducated lacemakers. Not only did he wear his old sea coat
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Wilberforce, who was looking for a cause, found it in New-
ton's sermons against slavery. This was an issue that no po-
litical party would dare touch, but no true Christian could
evade.
Newton joined the battle as he could, though his health
was failing. He alone in the political arena spoke from
personal experience, a trump card the opposing forces
were unable to counter. He addressed the Privy Council
(including Prime Minister William Pitt): "The slaves lie
in two rows, one above the other, on each side of the
ship, Iike books upon a shelf. The poor creatures are in irons,
both hands and feet. . . . And every morning more instances
than one are found of the living and the dead fastened
together."
In March 1807, Parliament passed Wilberforce's
bill abolishing the slave trade on British ships. That same
year, on December 21, the Rev. John Newton, 82, spoke his
last words: "I am a great sinner. . . and Christ is a great
Saviour."
Newton was buried beneath his church of St. Mary Wool-
noth, and a tablet was placed on the church wall, with an
inscription he had written himself: "John Newton, clerk,
once an infidel and libertine, a servant of slaves in Africa,
continued on page 56
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The Dangeftt
of an
Unequul hke
ivorce in America is reach-
ing epidemic proportions.
Almost half of the mar-
riages begun each
year end in divorce before the fifth
anniversary. In the high population
areas of our nation the number of
divorces granted annually exceeds
the number of marriages performed.
And the statistics on divorce are
growing worse.
A common excuse for divorce is
incompatibility-inability to meet the
needs and expectations of the part-
ner. Marriage is bonding, a uniting of
two different persons, and compati-
bility is vital for harmony in the
union. But a biblical marriage
requires more than just physical or
emotional compatibility. Spiritual
compatibility is also required,
because marriage is a spiritual union
as well as a physical, mental, and
emotional one. The sense of incom-
patibility often felt between marriage
partners is at its root spi,ritual
incompatibility-the inability to have
oneness of mind in spiritual matters.
Of course, spiritual incompatibility
is likely when two unbelievers marry
because without faith in the author-
ity of the Word of God, there is no
basis for spiritual unity. But when a
believer marries an unbeliever,
spiritual incompatibility is inevitable.
There seem to be few things as
clear in Scripture as the teaching
that a believer should not marry an
unbeliever. But despite the clarity of
by George Sweeting
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God's Word and the evidence from
actual experience that such mar-
riages involve risk, marriages be-
tween Christians and non-Christians
occur today with greater frequency
than ever. And the divorce rate for
such couples continues to rise at a
Divorce between
couples of differing
faiths occurs three
times as often
as divorce between
members of the
same faith.
staggering rate; divorce between cou-
ples of differing faiths occurs three
times as often as divorce between
members of the same faith.
The thrill of loving, and of being
loved, temporarily minimizes all ob-
stacles to a mixed marriage. The ex-
citement of the wedding plans, the
beauty of the ceremony, and all that
goes with marriage and the anticipa-
tion of a new life carries the young
couple along on the assumption that
all will be well because their love is
so deep it can conquer any problem.
But reality soon manifests itself, and
the problems of what God's Word
calls an unequal yoke cannot be
pushed aside.
The effects of a marriage between
a Christian and a non-Christian are
many and far-reaching. What are
some of those effects?
The Upward Effects. How does
marrying an unbeliever affect a
Christian's relationship with God?
One of the obvious effects of a
mixed marriage is carelessness about
the things of God. That is under-
standable! The believer often drops
his church connections and grows in-
creasingly indifferent, silently at
first, but more openly as time passes.
What causes such a decline?
Remember that, at its root, a be-
liever's marriage to an unbeliever is
defiance of God and His order. The
clear command of God is that a be-
liever should not be "unequally
yoked together with unbelievers"
(2 Cor. 6:14), and marriage to an un-
believer is an example of such an un-
equal yoke. A marriage that begins in
rebellion to God can hardly expect
His blessing.
Olivia Langedon was a believer.
But she was in love with a young
author, Samuel Clemens (whom we
know as Mark Twain), and he was
not a believer. In fact he was a skep-
tic. But she felt that her love for him
was great enough to overcome any
obstacles, and besides, she was a
good influence on him. So she
married him.
At first it seemed to be working,
but as the years went by he showed
more and more antagonism to her
beliefs. One day as she was reading
the Bible aloud, he strongly pro-
tested, "I don't believe the Bible.
Animals courtesy of Holy lad U.S.A., Bedford, Virginia.
I can't sit here and listen to it."
Not only was there no unity of
faith between them, but his unbelief
produced a paralyzing effect on her
until her faith was destroyed as well!
After many years, while they were
passing through days of sorrow, Mark
TWain tried to comfort his wife.
"Olivia, if it comforts you to Iean on
the Christian faith, do so."
"I can't," she said. "I haven't any
left."
A mixed marriage can mean loss
of faith as well as loss of fellowship
with the heavenly Father. When we
behave contrary to His direction we
forfeit the possibility of a close walk
with the Lord.
Not only that, but God is not
glorified in a mixed marriage. Mar-
riage is presented in the Bible as a
sort of divine object lesson-a picture
of the relationship of Christ and the
church. Marriage of a believer to an
unbeliever corrupts the purity of
that lesson. Christ's union with the
church is perfect, flawless. A mar-
riage between two believers pictures
that unity, with the potential of
perfect spiritual, emotional, and
physical unity. But a marriage in-
volving a believer and an unbeliever
cannot illustrate perfect unity, and so
it cannot bring glory to God.
The Inward Effects. What is the
effect on a believer when he chooses
to unite in marriage with an unbeliever?
A lady who asked to speak to me
concerning marriage was deeply
moved as'she related her story.
"Before our marriage John attended
church with me and showed signs of
spiritual interest. He promised to
make a spiritual decision after our
marriage, but he never has. During
our eight years of marriage he has
never attended church. He shows
nothing but bitterness toward any-
thing spiritual in the home. My chil-
dren are not being trained. Our home
is not a reflection of heaven. My
heart is broken. If only I had obeyed
the Scriptures!"
Not long ago a man came to my
office to tell me of his broken mar-
riage. "Why didn't someone warn me
of those things?" he said. "I never
dreamed we'd have so many
differences."
And aside from the heartache and
bitterness that can grow out of a
mixed marriage, there are some very
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serious spiritual consequences for the
believer who marries an unbeliever.
Those consequences are inescapable
for several reasons.
One of the primary reasons is that
the marriage of a true believer and
an unbeliever lacks common ground
Children are the
biggest losers in
mixed marriages.
Any church
affiliation they might
have is usually
superf icial.
of purpose. Amos wrote, "Can two
walk together, except they be
agreed?" (Amos 3:3).
Because the unbeliever will not
rise to a life of faith, the believer
must bow to a life of unbelief. 0n
the Lord's day one wants to worship
with the Lord's people while the
other wants to sleep. The believer
wants to give to God's work, and the
unbeliever maintains that they can-
not afford to do so. Sunday is a holy
day to the believer but a holiday to
the unbeliever, Times of crisis come,
and they are not able to pray
together. The unbeliever may even
despise the convictions of the
believer and ridicule his faith.
AII of that can put a strain on the
spiritual activities of the believer and
therefore weaken his relationship
with the Lord. He begins to neglect
God's Word, because spending time
in the Word is frowned on by the
unbelieving mate.
Guilt feelings can build and grow,
both from the guilt of marrying out
of God's will and from the guilt of
neglected spiritual responsibilities.
The believer's prayer life is adversely
affected. He may become severely
depressed, as many have who have
married out of the Lord's will. Or he
may become resentful of the Lord or
of other Christians and in the end
forsake fellowship with other
believers altogether.
The Outward Effects. What
effect on a believer's spouse, his chil-
dren, his family, his in-laws, and
those around him can result from
marriage to an unbeliever?
The Bible speaks of a few people
who willfully disobeyed their parents
in choosing a life partner. Esau, it
seems, delighted in disobeying his
parents. According to Genesis 28:8,
Esau saw "that the daughters of
Canaan pleased not Isaac his father,"
yet he had deliberately chosen a wife
from among them. He treated his
parents' wishes with contempt, and
the whole family and his offspring
for generations paid bitterly for his sin.
Samson likewise flouted the coun-
sel of his parents, and as a result his
entire family was engulfed in sorrow
The curse of God falls upon those
who have no concern for parental
guidance, and the effects of their sin
touch everyone around them.
For the believer blessed with a
believing mother and father, a mixed
marriage is only a source of sorrow both
to himself and to his parents. The
unbelieving mate frequently destroys all
the fruit of the believing parents' lov-
ing Iabor in the spiritual growth of their
child, and it can hardly be expected
that they will respond favorably to the
unbelieving son- or daughter-in-law.
That strains the family relations, which
is a source of grief in itself.
Children are the biggest losers in
mixed marriages, Any church affiliation
they might have is usually superficial.
Because of the lack of agreement in
principles between the parents, dis-
cipline tends to be inconsistent, and the
child can become confused. There is no
unity of conviction, and thus there is
continual conflict.
In the law of Moses, the children of
Israel were forbidden to yoke the ox and
the ass together. Why? The ox and
the ass were very different in size,
strength, and temperament. To yoke
them together was not only unfitting
but unfair as well. Both suffered dis-
comfort from the unequal yoking,
and they could not work well
together. Paul may have had that in
mind when he wrote to the Corinthians
urging them to stop being yoked to-
gether with unbelievers. For a believer
to be yoked in marriage to an unbeliever
is cruel. Marriage between a believer
and an unbeliever is a poor working
relationship and a source of injury
)
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oneliness. Even in the midst of a million
other people, feelings of solitude can per-
sist. This is particularly true for a mission-
ary living and working in a foreign culture
far from home, and even more so if the
missionary is sin$e.
Sin$e missionaries often combat loneli-
ness by devoting themselves to service, finding consola-
tion in ministering, and in fellowship with coworkers. But
feelings of loneliness can easily emerge and result in dis-
couragement. Loneliness, however, is not the only obsta-
cle facing the sin$e missionary.
Possible difficulties related to missions life begin dur-
ing deputation. Regrettably, the time required to secure
sufficient financial support has been increasing for all
by Houtard, Erickson
ffif,mgilm ffirorrynrnfo
missionaries. But for the single missionary an added ele-
ment, especially affecting women, complicates efforts at
raising support. A prevalent feeling that a married couple
entering foreign service is more viable than someone go-
ing alone makes it difficult for single missionaries to get
into churches to present their ministries. Hence the sin-
$e missionary can easily feel that his or her leading to
foreign service has less value than that of a married couple.
Liberty University graduate Donna Fhircloth states
that even after overcoming a pastor's initial concern
about her being a young woman headed for a ministry
among Muslims in France, she often gets less time than
her married counterparts in presenting her ministry in
the church service. She often feels she is "placed on a
different level" from the married members of her Inter-
national Missions team.
This attitude can place undue pressure on individuals,
pressure that may result in sin$e missionary candidates
rushing into marriage to overcome the stigma attached to
being sin$e. In Lord,, Send Mq Edward Danielson records
a single missionary's response to this pressure. "Colossians
2:10 says, And ye are complete in him.' Since God tells
us we are complete in Him, we don't need to have a
spouse to make us a whole being. I believe this doctrine
could be used by Satan to discourage singles and make
them feel they lack God's special blessings. In Christ we
have everything." Danielson concludes this book about
sin$e missionaries by imploring us "to avoid the stereo-
typed thinking that the ideal missionaries are married.
The ideal missionaries are ones sent by God, and worthy
they are of every consideration."
Perceptions about single individuals stem from social,
cultural, and even church-sponsored attitudes. Thus, sin-
$e missionaries must cope with attitudes concerning be-
ing sin$e not only from well-meaning people in the
United States, but also from coworkers and the people of
the countries where they serve.
In many foreign cultures, being single is just not "nor-
mal." Eddie Lyons, serving in the Philippines, was regu-
larly "encouraged" to find a wife by members of
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" 
ooBeing single is
i not walking stoically
t t' alone oecause
. of some aou)
i of celibacy.
', It is not utalking alone
i  at  a lMt is  walk ing u) i th
'. God, Himself."
the church where he ministered. One dear lady em-
barrassed him by asking, "You're not married? You
poor thing! Do you need help finding a wife?" Need-
Iess to say, this woman was delighted when Eddie did
one day "find a wife."
In countries like India, where many marriages are
arranged by the parents, or in Muslim countries, where
single women are frowned on, unmarried missionaries
often have difficulty explaining their singleness. But this
same need for explanation opens the door to clearly
communicate their purpose in being in that country.
Single missionaries often face the nagging difficulty
of forthright and behind-the-scenes matchmakers.
Larry Bartholomew, serving with Berean Mission in
Barbados, wrote, "Either out of ignorance or a
genuine concern for the single person, they believe
that marriage is the ultimate happiness to be found in
the Christian life here on earth. . . . The full-time
Christian worker who is married believes that a single
person cannot function effectively in the ministry un-
less he is married."
Attitudes reflecting less consideration for single ser-
vants, and pressure placed on them to marry, easily
detract their attention and lessen their effectiveness
in the ministry. Most single missionaries accept, albeit
reluctantly at times, the position in which God has
placed them. They are content to be where God wants
them, and if marriage enters the picture, they are
waiting for it to be in God's timing-not man's. Dianna
House, also with Berean Mission, in Brazil, summed it
up this way. "l wouldn't choose the burdens of mar-
ried life for the world, unless, of course, the Lord sent
me the blessing of a husband."
Single service for the Lord does cost something. Ac-
cepting singleness is often not easy, but it does not mean
being alone. Helen Edds, ministering in Irian Jaya with
TEAM, stated, "Being single is nof walking stoically
alone because of some vow of celibacy. It is not walk-
ing alone at alMt is walking with God Himself, who for
His own reasons has chosen to give you this particular
way of life and ministry at this time." John Davidson,
in the September/October 1986 issue of World Chris-
tian, stated, "The bottom line of my commitment to
Him is that if He sees I would be more fruitful as a
single man, then I'm happy to remain that way."
After almost 40 years of single service in Mexico,
Georgia Webb responded to an interview question in
Focus on Missiotts concerning how to approach being
single. "Go with joy, realizing that you may be single
the rest of your life, but that it is possible to be a hap-
py single person, and that if God wants you to remain
single, you could never be a happy wife. You will
never be truly alone, and the rewards are great."
The bottom line in all Christian service is that all be-
Iievers are to be servants, and whether married or single,
acceptance of God's will is central to effectively fulfilling
the ministries God leads us to. For single servants, life is
not passing by. Single "blessedness" and marital "bliss"
should both be lived to the fullest for the glory of God.
I Howard Erickson is a free-lance writer in
Lynchburg, Virginia.
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Single Missionary
Survev
a
The lSth edition of the Missi,otls Handbook by the
Missions Advanced Research and Communication
Center listed 764 North American Protestant mission
agencies supporting 67,200 overseas representatives.
This total reflects both full-time and short-terrn person-
nel. Short-term missionaries (40 percent of the above
total) are normally considered those serving two years
or less. Many short-termers are single, often using this
time of service as preparation for a full-time ministry
in missions.
Singles, both in full-time and short-term service,
have long had an important role in foreign missions.
Hudson Tbylor once said the single missionaries work-
ing with him in China were invaluable. At the peak of
the China Inland Mission's ministry, hundreds of single
missionaries were actively involved in outreaches across
China. A recent survey conducted for Fundnmnntali,st
Jsurnnlrevealed that singles till offer much to the mis-
sions enterprise.
This survey of 19 major mission agencies represent-
ed 20,333 missionaries, of which over 16 percent (3,320)
were unmarried. These individuals are involved in a
variety of ministries including teaching, medicine, ra-
dio, Bible translation, team evangelism, and numerous
support roles. Most mission agencies require that
church-planting missionaries (those involved in pastoral
ministries) be married, and also impose generally tighter
entrance requirements on sin$e men than for single
women. Reasons for this include cultural difficulties
often experienced by single males, and the fact that
more men are involved in ministries where being mar-
ried is more beneficial. Only 15 percent of all sin$e mis-
sionaries in this survey are male, for a ratio of one sin$e
male missionary to every six sin$e female missionaries.
Mission agencies surveyed reported numerous op-
portunities for single men and women to be involved
in effective ministries, serving short-term or full-time
in a wide range of fields. Finding individuals to meet
these opportunities remains a challenge.
T H E
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he problems at home remained foremost in
my mind that Sunday morning as I sat in
the choir, observing the congregation. Does
anyone out there know how much I'm
hurting today? I silently asked. Then, as my
eyes continued to search the auditorium, I
by Melanie Graeber
noticed the faces of other hurting hearts.
My eyes caught Sallee's, and we exchanged smiles. Did
her husband give her a difficult time this morning
because she wanted to come to church?
Does Diane feel out of place, sitting all alone in a
church full of couples?
Does the sight of that empty seat next to Barb pull at
her heartstrings as it so often does mine? I noticed her
sitting toward the back with her boys.
WhiltAre You Waiting For?
I wonder what became of Jackie? She used to come
and bring her children, but I haven't seen her in months.
Did she finally give up in despai4 feeling the situation
with her husband was hopeless?
How many times had I asked myself these questions?
How many times had I been tempted to give up in
despair, especially after years of faithfully praying for my
husband with few results?
As I thought about the burdens these women carried,
and those of my own heart, I questioned, ,,Lord, why
has no one reached out to us? Why has no one ever done
anything to meet our deep spiritual needs or helped to
bear our burdens? Why doesn't anyone see how much we
are hurting?"
That afternoon, however, as I thought about the ques-
tions that had plagued my mind earlier, I began to see
the situation in a totally different light. I had been so
concerned about someone else meeting our needs that I
had failed to realize that a person who had lived in a
similar situation could best relate to women like myself.
Why don't I reach out to those women, I thought. I
feel their heartache because I live with it myself.-What
am I waiting for?
I thought about my own life and how the Lord had
been such a comfort to me through the years. He had
given me the strength to face the trials of living with an
alcoholic husband in a spiritually divided household.
I had a deep longing to encourage otherc with the
comfort of the Lord. Sharing what He had come to mean
to me was the desire of my heart. God used those years
of heartache to mold me into a vessel fit for His use. He
had taught me from His Word and had shown me how to
live a victorious Christian life, even in the midst of ex-
treme adversity.
As I thought about those years, I began to see how
God had used them to prepare me for a special task. I
had prayed about a way in which I could use my trials to
i t had prayed
i about d, u)ay in which
^ I could, use my trials
. to bring glory to God,,
i and nou) there was
: no doubt in mry mind,
i" *hot the Lord,
i required of me.
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Ambassador to Singles
im Smoke looks like an expert
on sin$eness. Casual and chatty
as he signs books at an auto-
graph party for his six books, he is, at
54, tanned, relaxed, and urbane. But
Jim and his wife, Carol, have been mar-
ried 30 years and are the parents of
three children.
How did this happily married man
become the nation's "ambassador to
singles" and the author of four books
devoted to the problems and challenges
of divorce? "That title only means I'm
a frequent flier with a heavy briefcase,"
he smiles, "and I speak at lots of events
for singles."
After serving for L2 years in the
ministry of Youth for Christ in Pennsyl-
vania, Michigan, and Florida, Smoke
joined the pastoral staff at Bel Air Pres-
byterian Church in Los Angeles, where
for the first time he became aware of
the need for a specialized ministry to
singles. "In 1970I was asked to visit a
sin$es group, and while I was there they
asked if I would speak at their spring
retreat. I finally accepted, and that
retreat sent me off in the direction of
a singles ministry. I had never realized
the struggles those people were going
through. I was about ready to get out
of youth work, and that weekend I
thought, 'Wow, I need to be pastoring
a group like this.' "
Smoke made the suggestion to his
church, but he did not become a full-
time pastor to sin$es until he was called
by the Garden Grove Community
Church in Garden City, California. At
that time in 1974, Smoke knew of only
two men who were pastoring singles.
Tbday, he says, "I could give you 500
names."
Jim Smoke pioneered the singles
ministry. Through leadership confer-
ences and the launching of the first
national magazine for singles, Solq he
saw his group grow from 200 to over
by Angela EIweII Hunt
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"Getting married is like
buying a phonograph
record. You buy it for
whatts on one side.
but you have to take
the flip side, too.
getting the hole
in the record.tt
1,300, and he saw other churches recog-
nize the need and the potential for
singles ministries.
Smoke realized in the mid-seventies
what statisticians are telling us now:
divorce is not going to disappear-and
neither are the needs of divorced and
other single people. Nearly one Ameri-
can youngster in four lives with only
one parent, and although there are 2.5
million marriages each year, there are
1.1 million divorces.
As he worked with sin$es in his
church, Smoke began to travel and
teach others how to implement a sin$es
progmm. "Eventually I had to make the
choice of either staying there and not
traveling, or leaving there and traveling.
Because my heartbeat was for singles
ministry I thought I'djust sow the seeds
of this ministry across America."
On the weekends of most months,
Jim Smoke leaves his home in Tbmpe,
Arizona, and travels throughout the
country holding two-day seminars on
how to grow through divorce, single-
ness, sin$es ministry leadership, or how
to deepen a Christian's daily walk with
God. He jokes that his full-time job is
"playing racquetball," but between
traveling and writing, Smoke lives a
busy life. In the past year he has partic-
ularly enjoyed working on his latest
book, Whatzuer Happerrcd to OrdinnrE
Chri,sti,ans?The book explores the sim-
ple and profound ways every Christian
can have a deeper and more disciplined
relationship with God. The book, he
says, "is written out of my gut. It's part
of my spiritual journey and to me it's a
very special book."
Smoke believes his greatest opportu-
nities have come in the last 15 years.
"My life has been lived up until now in
two ministry segments: the youth minis-
try years and the sin$es ministry years.
I'm probably entering the third phase
now, when much of my efforts will
center on the work of spiritual forma-
tions, which in the modern idiom is sim-
ply discipleship training. But the special
aspects of the last 15 years have been
incredible. I've worked with some great
men of God."
His ministry is effective, but not
without its frustrations. Smoke says the
most discouraglng part of his work is
"probably the way the church doesn't
take single people and singles ministry
seriously. That's changing, slowly, but I
deal with that every week.
"For instance, if I had known what
I know now when I was a youth pastor,
I would have been much more effective.
Getting divorced is like
I used to just play ball with the hurting
kids. But you can't simply say, 'Hey, it's
going to be cool and Jesus loves you.'
Today's great challenge for youth
ministers is to be well-versed in divorce
and remarriage, because they must
minister to kids at their point of need.
A youth pastor at a large church recent-
ly told me that out of 600 kids, prob-
ably 30 percent were going through a
divorce with their parents." The best
part of hisjob is helping people recover
from the pain of divorce or sudden sin-
$eness. How can he see hurts healed
when he travels so often? 'Amazing
things can happen in weekend ex-
periences," he says. "T\rrning points,
change points happen in people's lives.
After 15 years in this work I've seen so
much. The paramount hing is that peo-
ple's hurts are healed."
Smoke has had people approach him
and say, "I heard you speak years ago,
and that was the beginning of a turn-
ing point in my life." His books carry the
message where he cannot go, and speak
long after he has Ieft a city.
Single adults have unique needs in
a world designed for couples. In Grow-
i,ng through Diaorce Smoke describes
the feeling of a divorced person. "Get-
ting married is like buying a phonograph
record. You buy it for what's on one
side, but you have to take the flip side,
too. Getting divorced is like getting the
hole in the record."
Smoke feels deeply about the needs
of singles and how to meet them.
"Divorce and widowhood bring shock,
hopelessness, a new search for identity,
mourning, loneliness, depression, and
finally, room for personal growth. The
church cannot afford to ignore the
needs of millions of Americans who
desperately seek to refocus their lives.
Without a spiritual perspective the road
ahead is difficult, if not impossible, to
handle alone."
What is the worst thing about sin$e-
ness? "I suppose you should ask single
people tM question," he says, as a
woman participating in the sin$es con-
ference comes up and hands him a book
to be signed.
'Are you married?" she wants to
know.
"Yes. Is that OK?"
"But you didn't used to be . . . "
He laughs. "Yes, I was sin$e once."
Thirty years ago. But he recaptures
his train of thought instantly even as he
signs the book. "I see and understand
that sin$es feel loneliness and a pervad-
ing sense of loss. But the best thing
about being single is developing respon-
sibility for yourself and personal in-
dependence."
Qrowi,ng through Di,uorce contains
an encouraging slogan: You can go
through i,t , . . or grow through it!That
is the message Smoke spreads today, As
the apostle Paul wrote, "We are trou-
bled on every side, yet not distressed;
we are perplexed, but not in despair;
persecuted, but not forsaken; cast
down, but not destroyed" (2 Cor. 4:8-9).
Another woman approaches Smoke
with a book to be signed. "You know,
I didn't want to be single in the first
place," she tells him. "I didn't have any
choice in the matter."
"Not many do." Smoke signs the
book, looks up, and smiles. The woman
is encouraged and walks away with
Smoke's book under her arm. For her,
a turning point may come tomorrow.
I For more information on the minis-
try of Jim Smoke, write P0 8ox24450,
Tbmpe, Arizona 85282.
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THUNDER IN THE PULPIT
d; ffi ffi was brought up to
- * ftM put my hand to
Wffi anything," Henry
Ward Beecher once said of
his childhood spent on a
New England parsonage
farm. That early training in
resourcefulness played a
major role in his prolific
accomplishments as teache4
editor, reformer, lecturer,
pastor, and preacher.
Born June 24, 1813, in
Li tchf ield,  Connect icut,
Henry came from Samson-
strong Puritan stock. His
fathe4 Lyman, a recognized
but controversial eader of
New En$and Congegation-
alism, was pastor of the
local church. From him
Henry inherited a keen
mind, quick wit, a fertile
imagination, physical ro-
bustiousness, a fierce love of
freedom, a zest for action-
as well as disorderly habits,
a dislike for serious study, a
strain of coarseness, and
financial ineptitude.
Henry's mother, on the
other hand, gifted him with her artistic
temperament. When she died of con-
sumption her sensitive 3-year-old son
had already acquired in her well-kept
garden his lifelong love of flowers and
his appreciation for beauty in all its
forms.
Often left to shift for himself, Henry
was happiest exploring the out-of-doon.
Because of a thickness of speech and a
lack of verbal memory he found it
difficult to communicate. When he en-
tered the district school he was labeled
"unusually stupid."
At the age of 10 he was sent to a
by Blanche Gosselin
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parish school in Rethlehem, Connec-
ticut, but he spent most of his time in
the woods nearby. He briefly attended
his sister's school in Hartford-the only
boy among 40 girls-before enrolling in
the Latin School of Boston, where his
father was then pastoring a church. Still
Henry showed no interest in scholastic
learning. When he finally expressed the
desire to go to sea, his father advised
him to study navigation at Mount
Pleasant Classical Institute, Amherst.
There, as a leader in sports, Henry
became popular among the students.
Friends taught him how to study.
Ttrough painstaking effort he overcame
his speech defect and developed
ffiWffiffiW WMffiM ffiffiWffifuffiM
He Left His Mark on American Preaching
lllustration by R. P. Reynolds
Because of a
speech defect,
Henry Ward
Beecher was
labeled "unusually
stupid" as a ehild.
Through pains-
tal<ing efforts he
developed remark-
able oratorieal
sIriIIs and became
known as the
"Shakespeare of
the pulpit."
remarkable oratorical skills.
In 1830 he enrolled at
Amherst College. He read
widely in the En$ish clas-
sics, gained an uncommon
knowledge of phrenology,
broadened his interest in
public speaking, and con-
tributed to the college
paper, the Shrinn. During
the long winter rracatiors he
r,augnr ano even preacneo.
After graduation he enrolled at Lane
Seminary near Cincinnati, Ohio, where
President Lyman Beecher was vigorous-
ly engaged in a raging war between old
and new school Presbyteriarn fire young
man refused to take part in the contro-
versy, but he impressed both faculty and
students with his oratorical excellence.
Henry was still uncertain of his call-
ing. Lyman Beecher had raised each of
his sons to believe that he was preor-
dained to the ministry. Furthermore,
Henry knew that on her deathbed his
beloved mother had consecrated him to
the Lord's service. But he had no appe-
tite for systematic theology, and doubts
about his future plagued him. He
partially resolved the conflict by deter-
mining that, should he preach the
gospel at all, he would do so as it was
revealed to him, and not as it was
being taught in the schools.
In an address to Congregational
ministers of London in September 1886,
the then-famous man-of-the-pulpit
recalled: "Seeing the fight, degenerat-
ing oftentimes into the most scandalous
enmities, I turned away in absolute dis-
gust from all these things and said, 'My
business shall be to save men and to
bring to bear upon them those views
that are my comfort, that are the bread
of life to me'; and I went out among
them, almost entirely cut loose from the
ordinary church institutions and agen-
cies, knowing nothingbut Christ and him
crucified, the Savior of mankind. . . . I
was trying every form and presenting
Christ as a medicine to men; and as I
went on and more and more tried to
preach Christ, the clouds broke away,
and I began to have a distinct system in
my own mind."
One May morning while walking in
the Ohio woods, the young seminarian
was blessed with an intoxicating sense
of God as "One who loves a man in his
sins for the sake of helping him out of
them . . . from the fullness of His great
heart," and of Christ as One whose
nature it is to lift man "out of every-
thing that is low and debasing to superi-
ority." Still later came the realization
that Christ is ever near, a companion/
friend committed to uphold and sustain
anyone who puts his trust in Him. This
newly gained assurance opened a field
of preaching suited to Henry Ward
Beecher's temperament and gifts. It
ended his doubts about his life's work.
In 1837, at the age of 24, Henry
accepted the pastorate of a 20-member
church in Lawrenceburg, Indiana. Ap-
proved by the New School Presblters of
Cincinnati, he was ordained November
9, 1838. Commenting on his two years
in that pastorate, the Arlington Edition
of The Life of HenrE Ward Beecher
reads: "Mr. Beecher made his mark. . . .
His personal magnetism was great, the
flush of vigorous health was in his veins,
and he stirred up the dry bones of his
neighborhood to such a degree that the
attention of a wider circle was attract-
ed, and he was called to take charge of
a similar church in Indianapolis, the cap-
ital of the State."
He would pastor the Second Pres-
byterian Church of Indianapolis until
1847. The influence of that decade of
ministry in the West on his future in the
East cannot be overestimated. There he
began to show the characteristics that
would color the rest of his life in and out
of the pulpit. There the social and po-
litical injustice of his day stirred in his
patriotic heart an intense hatred for all
public wrongs, foreshadowing his anti-
slavery involvement in the Civil War.
While state legislators and others
"winked" at the evils of intemperance,
gambling, and kindred vices, he
"My business
shall be to save men
and to bring
to bear upon them
those views that
are my comfort,
that are the bread
of life to me."
lectured to the young men of his church
and saw revival sweep the city. Already
his name was becoming well-known
both at home and abroad.
His newspaper writings and sermons
reflected his broad and diversified store
ofknowledge gained from books, nature,
and humanity itself. People flocked to
hear the one who was Iater to be called
the "Shakespeare of the pulpit."
He was by no means the "conven-
tional preacher," in fact he was
described as "a law unto himself." Of
medium height and large girth, with
broad shoulders, and flowing locks, he
wore no clerical garb. Robust and jovi-
al, he was not afraid to push a bully
away from a ballot box. On the street or
in the pulpit he met every person eye
to eye. His marvelous acting power and
vivid real-life illustrations sent peals of
laughter rippling through the pews, yet
his prayers were said to be poems that
drew tears from the most hardened sin-
ner. His greatest power in the pulpit
came, howeve4 from the honest expres-
sion of his own religious struggles,
his personal fears, or his need for for-
giveness.
For a long time dissatisfied with his
preaching, he studied the works of
Jonathan Edwards and the method used
by the apostles in the Book of Acts.
Gradually he determined that success
lay in singleness of purpose-that of
effecting a moral change in the hearers.
A sermon, he believed, was good only
if it had power over the heart of the
listener. In his Yale lectures he later
defined preaching in the following
terms. "It isn't to grind a church. It is
not to turn a wheel. It is not to cuff
about the controversies of theology. It
is a living work-a building work. If you
are to be true preachers, you are to be
manbuilders; and in the days yet to
come there is to be no labor so worthy
of a man's ambition as that of building
men worthily, that at last you may
present hem spotless before the throne
of God."
Had it not been for his wife's ill
health and her desire to draw nearer to
her Massachusetts roots, Beecher prob-
ably would not have moved East. Hav-
ing refused two church offers in Boston,
he came to Brooklyn, New York, when
it was known as the City of Churches.
There he accepted the pastorate of
Pilgrim Church. During his 40 years of
ministry it would become a "national
institution."
The church elders were quick to buy
their pastor a new wardrobe. He,
however, was more concerned with the
welfare of his flock. His church was
always overcrowded. When the original
building burned to the ground, a semi-
circular auditorium was built to accom-
modate the congregation that averaged
2,500. Each week his sermons were
printed and circulated in pamphlet
form.
He continued to use the pulpit to dis-
cuss public issues. At the outbreak of
the Civil War he was a personal coun-
selor of President Lincoln (who referred
to Beecher as "the most productive
mind of ancient and modern times"). He
regularly wrote stirring and convincing
articles for the Ind,ependnnt, popularly
called "Beecher's paper." He lectured
two or three times weekly, preached
two Sunday sermons, and held services
Wednesday and Friday evenings, At the
same time "extraordinary works of
grace were in progress" in the
Brooklyn church.
On the 25th anniversary of his
Plymouth pulpit, Beecher was at the
height of his national and international
acclaim. Yet he was not without ene-
mies. Less than a month after an all-out
celebration in his honor, a former
lt
I
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parishioner and disappointed assistant
on the Indcpendcnt accused him of
adultery with his wife, whom Beecher
had counseled. Although both secular
and religious courts finally exonerated
Beecher, the trial was a long ordeal that
might have destroyed a weaker man. His
friends stood by him, and the confi-
dence he showed in his own innocence
disarmed in some measure even his
most harsh adversaries. Through it all
Beecher continued to serve the welfare
of his fellowman, undertaking at the
same time to write his Life of Chri.st.
On February 27,1887, with his usual
vigor he preached his last sermon. The
following Sunday he lay at the point of
death, succumbing to the cerebral
hemorrhage that took him two days
Iater. Some 40,000 viewers paid him
tribute, while the Thirteenth Regiment
escorted him to his final resting place.
To Beecher historians attribute a
change in American preaching, one that
went from a dogmatic basis and a semi-
scholastic form to a more popular and
practically effective method. In sum-
mary, Lewis O. Brastow said, "Tbking
his career as a whole, it was his cons-
cious vocation to give new ascent o the
old truths of the redemptive love of God
in Christ, to clothe the old truths in new,
fresh, concrete forms, and to quicken
and impress his hearers rather than to
indoctrinate them."
In that way Henry Ward Beecher has
Ieft an indelible mark on the American
pulpit.
I Blanche Gosselin is a free-lance
writer in New City, New York.
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> Deli,uered, by Henry Ward,
Beecher on Sundny Morning,
December 7, 1873.
I - he genius of the New Testament is
L to present, in Jesus, the most at-
tractive and winning view of God, to in-
spire men with a deep sense of the
divine sympathy and helpfulness; and to
draw men to Christ as the One who can
meet all their wants while living, when
dying, and in the great life beyond. Over
these three great circuits which the
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imagination makes-life, death, and
eternity-Christ is represented as having
dominion; and He is presented to men
in such aspects as tend, according to the
laws of the human soul, to draw them
toward Him in confidence. in love. and
in an obedience which works by love.
The force of the representations of
the gospels, and of the laws which have
sprung from the gospels, is to present
Christ as so seeking the highest ends of
human life, and so aiming at the noblest
We are limited in our
judgment of the divine
nature by the elements of
our own being; for that
which is not in some sense
represented in us we can
have no conception of.
developments of character in men, that
every man who feels degraded, bound,
overcome by evil, shall also feel, "Here
is my Succor; here is my Remedy for that
which is wrong; here is my Guide toward
that which is right; here is my Help in
those great emergencies for which
human strength is vain." Living or dy-
ing, we are the Lord's-this is the spirit
that was meant to be inculcated.
Christ came, He said Himself, not to
condemn the world, but that the world
through Him might have life.
It was not the purpose of the New
Tbstament to undertake to show us the
whole nature of God, and to give us the
elements by which we could judge ab-
stractly as to what was and what was not
fitting. We are limited in our judgment
of the divine nature by the elements of
our own being; for that which is not in
some sense represented in us we can
have no conception of. The immutable
principles of truth, of honor, ofjustice,
of love, and of mercy, in human nature,
furnish us the materials by which we are
enabled tojudge ofthe divine nature. Is
it not, then, worthy of our conception of
God, that He should seek to win the race
to confidence in Him? And is there a
better way for Him to do it than by the
identifying of Himself with the race?
When Christ wished to do His kindest
works He did not stand afar off, saying,
"Be this done, and be that done." He
took the blind man by the hand, and led
him out of the town, and healed him. He
drew near to those whom He wished to
bless, and touched them.
As a child, Christ grew in stature and
in knowledge. And that is as much a
revelation as any other. Nor does it
detract from a true and proper concep-
tion of divinity. For if one would make
himself like unto his brethren he should
begin where they began, and in every-
thing but sin should rise with them, step
by step, all the way up.
Following Christ through His child-
hood, we find that He was subject to His
parents. Unquestionably He participated
in their industries, and lived a working
man, in a grcat northern province crowd-
ed with a population which included all
manner of foreign elements, under the
dominion of a foreign scepter. There, in
the midst of the distresses of the
people-and they were exceedingly
great-He grew up a working man; and
there is nothing in the history or
experience of the geat mass of mankind
who are working men that He is not fit-
ted to sympathize with.
Has not this already touched a
universal chord? Has it not even made
skepticism admire it? Men who reject as
history the details of the life of the Lord
Jesus Christ; men who set aside His
miracles and many of His words, will not
let die the character which He has lived
and impressed upon the world's thought
and the world's imagination.
One of the most affecting things that
I know of is the way in which men deal
with this "fiction," as they call it. They
take the life of Christ, and say that it is
mythical; or, they say that it is the life
of an extraordinary man, of a genius, but
not of a divine Being; and yet, it is a life
that believer and unbeliever alike will
not let die. There are all sorts of men in
the various schools, who are saying of
the nature and character which are
attributed to Christ, "This is so wonder-
ful a nature and character that the world
would be impoverished if we were to lose
it." Such impressions have been
produced by the circumstances in which
Christ lived among men.
The miracles of Christ, looked at from
the same point of view, have been very
much perverted by discussions, and by
not being Iooked at along the line in
which they were meant to play. Christ
continu,ed on page 35
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Himself undervalued them as moral
evidence. They were alternative, as
evidence. "If you will not believe Me for
My own sake," He says, "believe Me for
My works' sake." He held that the
radiant presentation of a divine nature
ought to carry its own evidence; that
when He appeared in speech, in con-
duct, in affluent affection, He was Him-
self His own best evidence; and yet, if
they, by reason ofobtuseness, could not
believe in Him otherwise, He called
upon them to believe in Him for the sake
of His miracles. That would be better
than nothing.
Miracles discussed philosophically
are out of the sphere of Christian ex-
perience. What we want to know, along
the line of Christ's miraculous deeds. is.
that they all aimed at one thing-
namely, the opening up of a more boun-
tiful conception of divine sympathy
than could have been developed under
any other circumstances. Viewed in that
light they are a potential evidence, not
so much of the power to which they
have almost always been referred, but
of the inner heart of Jesus: they are a
powerful development of the divine
bounty and sympathy and kindness;
and who has the heart to dispute them
on that line?
Looked at, also, from the same point
of view-namely, that of the relations of
Christ to the world for the sake of
developing in men confidence in God
and sympathy with Him-I remark that
the Saviour's suffering and death will
receive new light. Everything becomes
involved and difficult and inoperative
the moment you discuss the history of
Christ from the material and dynastic
sides. Why did Christ suffer? If you say,
in reply, "That He might redeem men
from sin," you have said the whole; and
just so soon as you begin to go back and
ask, "How did His suffering redeem men
from death?" you are wandering right
away from the heart of Christ to the cold
Greek philosophical view of Him.
If you bring to me the tidings that my
mother is dead, she who bore me, and
hovered over all my infant days, and
tenderly loved me to the last, you open
the floodgates of sympathy in my soul.
But suppose a physician comes to me and
sits down by my side, and says, "I will
explain to you, in a philosophical man-
ne4 the causes of your mother's death."
He wants to read me an anatomical lec-
paternal heart by which
ture on the nature of the reasons of my
mother's death! If I have wandered away
from home and friends, and my mother
is dead, and you come to break the in-
telligence to me, I think you will leave
out of your message verything except
the announcement of her death and her
last words. You will say, if such be the
fact, "She prayed for you, and she died
exclaiming, 'My son! O my son!' " And
there is not a human heart that would
not feel the power of a simple statement
like this.
All that I want to know
is that the heart of God
is a heart that yearns
for men-that it is a
the universe is to be
lifted up and saved.
Away with your barbaric notions!
Away with the idea of marshaled forces!
Away with the thought of imperial coer-
cions! That which I derive from the
fragrance and sweetness of that magnifi-
cent sacrifice which was made in Christ's
death is sufficient for me. All that I want
to know is that the heart of God is a
heart that yearns for men-that it is a
paternal heart by which the universe is
to be lifted up and saved. For the suffer-
ings and death of Christ mean to you and
to me that God so loved the world that
He gave His only begotten Son to die for
it, and that in this sacrifice we have the
manifestation, not only of the power, but
of the disposition of God to save us from
animalism, from degradation, from guilt,
and from sin that breeds guilt, and to
bring us into a knowledge of the spiritual
life, and make us sons of God.
Therefore, was there ever such a per-
version as that by which theology has
blunted the sensibilities and frozen the
instincts of men, and presented to them
a sort of Greek philosophy of the Atone-
ment of Christ Jesus-by which that sort
of mechanical balancing of forces which
men have called atonement. atotwmerrt.
AT0NEMENI has been urged upon
men-when that which the human heart
wanted and Christ and the New Tbsta-
ment gave was not a substantive noun,
meaning some arrangement or plan, but
the truth of a living, personal Saviour? I
can say of these scholastic discussions,
"They have taken away my Lord, and I
know not where they have laid Him."
But yes, I do know where they have laid
Him; they have laid Him under the dry
bones of philosophy. They have covered
Him up with slavish systems which im-
pose upon men the performance of cer-
tain duties, the observance of given
forms and ceremonies, and obedience to
certain rules, as the conditions of their
salvation. Acts, acts, ACfS, have been
prescribed for men, when all that they
wanted to know was that there was a
stream flowing out from under the
throne of God, and forever carrying to
men life-giving influences. This stream,
sent forth out of the center of God's
throne, is the impulse of the centuries.
It is the wisdom of God and the power
of God unto salvation to every man that
believes.
So accepted, the sufferings of Christ,
His death, His Resurrection and glory
are powers; but the moment you turn
them into a philosophy they are dead
and dry and they crackle under the pot
of discussion until all its contents are
evaporated and gone,
If you take a cluster of flowers just
as they are, with the dew upon them,
how exquisite they are! But you tarnish
them by just so much as you meddle with
them. Every one who dissects a flower
must make up his mind to lose it.
Is it a comfort for you to know that
there is a God who thinks of you? TLr
know that there is One who is crying out
in the silence, if you could only by your
spiritual hearing listen, saying, "Come
boldly to the throne of grace, and obtain
mercy and help in time of need"?
O Jesus. crowned. not for Thine own
$ory but with power of love for the
emancipation of all struggling spirits-
Thou art my God-ztE God!
And is He your God? Ah, yesl I be-
seech of everyone who has any trouble,
everyone who needs help, to try the help
of God given through Jesus in faith and
trust. You cannot please Him better.
Come, Iay down your anxiety and your
strivings; lift up your heart, and believe
that He who has guided His people like
a flock will guide you, and perfect you,
and bring you home to immortality.
I Adapted from Plymouth Pulpi,t
Sertnor*, Volump IId Fords, Howard, &
Hulbert. New York. 1888.
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Unequal conti,nued from page 24
and anguish to both partners.
God forbade the Israelites to marry
outsiders, "for they will turn away thy
son from following me, that they may
serve other gods" (Deut. 7:4). Marrying
an unbeliever is the same as marrying
his unbelief.
Soft words and mellow phrases are
often used to make it sound better.
but the truth is that people who do not
think the same on vital spiritual issues
have no business getting married! They
cannot be together for long without
both becoming very unhappy.
Generally, if a young man or young
woman will not receive Christ before
the wedding, he or she will not do so
after the honeymoon is over.
The time to deal with the question
of marrying an unbeliever is before
becoming involved with one. If you are
single, perhaps you should purpose, as
many dedicated Christians have, not to
date anyone who is not spiritually com-
patible with you.
The wife of Matthew Henry, the
renowned Bible commentator, was the
only daughter of a wealthy merchant.
When Matthew Henry sought permis-
sion to marry her, her father refused. He
said that while Matthew was polite,
scholarly, and nice, he was a stranger to
the family. "Why, I don't even know
where he comes from," insisted the
father.
''Tlue," replied the daughter, ''but I
know where he is going and would like
to go with him."
Apparently her father saw the point
and granted his permission for the mar-
riage. She had her priorities straight.
She understood that spiritual compati-
bility was far more important than any
other requirement for a prospective
mate. When two people truly love the
Lord with all their hearts and love each
other, God's blessing will go with them.
Make sure that the Iife partner you
choose is a believer who sincerely wants
the will of God. Make Christ the center
of your wedding plans. Determine to do
His will, to be obedient o Him, and to
build your family around Him.
"But," you may be saying, "the
problems you have mentioned describe
our home exactly. My mate is not a be-
Iiever. I have disobeyed God. My spir-
itual fervor is diminished. I am a defeat-
ed Christian because of it, and I would
give anything if I could undo the
damage I have done. Is there hope for
me?"
Yes, thank God, there is always hope.
God has promised to forgive our sin
if we confess it. We may still have to
Iive with some of the consequences of
our sin, but we do not have to be
defeated.
Purpose to yield your life more com-
pletely to God. Determine to love your
mate more than ever and pray regularly
for his or her conversion. God will mul-
tiply His grace to you if you truly seek
His best for you and submit fully to His
will.
I George Sweeting is chancellor of
Moody Bible Institute in Chicago, Il-
linois. Adapted by permission from
Speci,al Sermotn. Copyright 1985 by
Moody Press, Chicago, Illinois.
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"Rise above the Realities"
ffiffi ffi've never told this story to
- * M anyone except my family,"
W he laughs when asked how
he met Jesse Jackson. "But I was a com-
munity organizer for the Urban League
in Essex County, New Jersey. I felt that
I wanted to be a part of something that
would impact more people, and my com-
mitment was to serving poor people and
black people. The Urban League felt a
little too middle class for me, and from
my research on Jesse Jackson I felt he
represented the best mix of social action
and spiritual concern.
"I was away from the church at that
time in 1972; church seemed to be too
irrelevant. I was struggling with who I
was spiritually and what I would do
socially. Jesse Jackson represented for
me a link to Martin Luther King, and I
wanted to be a part of what he was
about.
"In February 1973I heard that Jack-
son was going to be at a protest in
Washington, where all the civil rights
people were supposed to gather. I
thought I would go and introduce my-
self to Jackson, so I drove to Washing-
ton, got a cheap motel room, and got up
early the next morning and left for the
demonstration.
"Once I got there I found out all the
leadership was in a press conference in-
side the Capitol. Coretta King, Ralph
Abernathy, Jackson, and others were
inside, and there was no way they were
going to let me in. But I knew enough
about national black leadership to know
that Vernon Jordan, the head of the
Urban League, wouldn't be there. So I
pulled out my Urban League business
card and went to the door and said, 'I'm
here representing Vernon Jordan.' "
This nervy 22-year-old got inside the
crowded press conference, and he was
ushered to a seat at the head table.
There he sat, silent, with the national
leaderc of the civil rights movement. He
sat in amazement as he watched Coretta
"Was I going to be a eivil
rights advocate using the
Bible to justify my
speeches, or was I going
to be a bona fide Christian
doing what I did as an
extension of my
relationship with Christ?"
King and Jesse Jackson speak from chain
only a few feet from where he sat.
"When it was time to go out to the
speaker's platform, all the people seated
at the head table rose to go out to the
platform. I went out, and I still couldn't
get to Jackson. His bodyguards and the
press surrounded him. But after a few
minutes Coretta King came onto the
platform and the press left Jackson to
swarm around her."
Buster Soaries walked over to Jack-
son, introduced himself, and said, 'A
guy like you needs a bright young man
like me on your staff."
Jackson simply looked at him and
asked, "When can you come to
Chicago?"
Buster Soaries had no money to
travel to Chicago. "When can you send
me a ticket?" he countered.
"I tell you what," said Jackson.
"Write me a letter and we'll discuss it."
Soaries left immediately, even before
the protest began. He drove home, and
the next day he sat down to write the
letter. Within six months he was on
staff, and within one year he was the
national coordinator of Jackson's Oper-
ation PUSH. He was hired to form chap-
ters of PUSH around the country
mobilizing forces as advocates for poor
people. For three years he worked
under Jackson, helping local people
develop an organizational structure to
help the poor.
But something happened to Buster
Soaries. He made a commitment to
accept Jesus Christ as his personal Lord
and Saviour. "I had gone back to church
and accepted the notion that I was
going to be a Christian, but I had never
asked Christ to be Lord of my life. On
the day my father died in April 1975, I
was preparing to write his obituary and
I realized that the most important thing
to him was the eternal life he had
gained because of his relationship to
Christ. I had to look at my own life, and
even though I was jet-setting around the
country if someone had been writing
my obituary, he could not have said the
same thing about me.by Angela EIweII Hunt
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"That night I had to reckon with
who I was. Was I going to be a civil rights
advocate using the Bible to justify my
speeches, or was I going to be a bona
fide Christian doing what I did as an ex-
tension of my relationship with Christ?
"I had been in the movement with
Jesse Jackson for two years, but I had
a certain discomfort with a social move-
ment with a spiritual ring to it. I didn't
see it meeting the most crucial needs
our people had. Perhaps we needed a
more spiritual movement with real so-
cial significance. We were advocating
things for people which, if received,
would not affect the basic needs of
those people."
For instance, Soaries recalls working
on housing projects sponsored by
churches, To his dismay, after people
moved into the new projects, the homes
were soon destroyed and run down.
Schools would complain of racist ad-
ministrators, but when Soaries and his
workers arrived on the scene, he would
find the people he wanted to help
using drugs and participating in destruc-
tive behavior.
"Logic said to me, 'There is a deep-
er need that has to be addressed. If we
address their social needs and not their
spiritual needs, the environment will
change, but not their circumstances.' I
didn't see the social gospel as being com-
prehensive enough to address the
human situation."
One year later Soaries left Jesse
Jackson. He would have left sooner, but
he felt a responsibility to the people
who had followed him into the organi-
zation. "How could I leave after con-
vincing those people that Jackson had
the answefl I worked with that tension,
but with the feeling of inconsistency
and inadequacy I felt, Ijust had to go.
"Jackson felt uncomfortable with
me because I would question things he
was not accustomed to having ques-
tioned. We had differences of opinion on
morality. We are committed to the same
goals, but we disagree on how to get
there."
After leaving Jackson's organization,
Buster Soaries found himself on his
own. His idea of a personal crusade,
however, centered around young people
and their needs. After graduating from
his New Jersey high school as president
of the senior class, he was invited each
year to address the student body.
"I had been either the cause or the
cure of a significant level of racial ten-
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high school we heard
sion in my high school, but I recognized
the double challenge of having to in-
spire kids to rise above the realities they
faced while accepting the fact that the
realities were there. I had to inspire
black kids to deal with racism, and to
rise above it."
"When I was in
speakers on black
power, careers,
teeth, and every-
thing else,
but not one person
challenged me to
think about what life
is all about.tt
As Buster Soaries grew and de-
veloped in his personal life, his message
changed from one of racial reconcilia-
tion to drug avoidance. Tbday one of his
most requested topics in high schools
around the country is "Safe Sex? Don't
Buy the Lie!" Beginning in 1975 Buster
Soaries has regularly spoken about the
gospel of Jesus Christ. "It is the most
important thing in my life.
"When I was in high school not one
person came to my school to talk about
the fact that God had a plan for my life.
We heard speakers on black power,
careers, teeth, and everything else, but
not one person challenged me to think
about what life is all about. Had that oc-
curred, I believe I would have made
fewer mistakes in my life. I told Christ
in 1983 that there would be at least a
million high school students who would
not be able to say that."
He has been counting, and as of this
writing 800,000 students-S0 percent of
whom are white-have heard that God
has a plan for their lives. How.is he al-
lowed to present his gospel message in
a public high school?
"I went to a junior high school in
Harlem, and I told the principal that I
respected the separation of church and
state. 'Son,' she said to me, 'you can do
anything you want in my school. You
can have a baptism. If you can change
just one of these kids, it will be worth it.'
"I have no apologies for talking
about God, because He's the same One
on our money, in our Constitution, and
in our Pledge of Allegiance. I will always
affirm that we are created beings and
that there is a God. What I share in
schools, when I feel it is appropriate, is
what I used to be, what I am now, and
how I made the change. I tell them the
change is based on my relationship with
Jesus Christ. You can say anything about
what has had an effect on you."
Soaries knows that his past relation-
ships have opened many doors. "Be-
cause I worked for Jesse Jackson, and
because Jackson worked for Dr. King, a
social and religious personality in
history, I'm connected to a tradition
that causes people to perceive me in a
different way."
Though he now travels as a youth
evangelist to schools, churches, conven-
tions, and camps, he has not forsaken
the social concerns he felt in the seven-
ties. "Now I can build on a foundation,"
he says. "I know if a man has his heart
right with God, I can help him get a job
and know he is not going to spend all
his money in a tavern."
He encourages other evangelists to
have a good relationship with a local
church. "We're the servants of the
church. If we ever begin to feel that
we're the headlight and the church is
the taillight, we're in trouble."
He travels an average of 22 days a
month and finds his greatest pleasure in
coming home to his wife, Donna. He also
e4joys receiving letters from kids who
encourage him to keep doing exactly
what he is doing.
Even though he is encouraged by
young people, his wife, and the volun-
teers who help him run his ministry
from his basement, he is often dis-
couraged by the need to choose
between doing ministry and raising
money. If he had a million dollars,
Soaries says, "I'd hire a staff. I don't
know of five black churches in
America that have youth pastors. I
would divide up a staff into key cities
around the country and make them
available to black churches who want
to reach youth. I've got a million dollan
worth of requests for help from
churches around the country."
If you are interested in the ministry
of Buster Soaries, write: Buster Soaries
Ministries, PO Box 7718, Tlenton, New
\
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Sam Rutigliano Named
New Head Football
Goach at Liberty
Sam Rutigliano, head
football coach and vice
president of the Cleveland
Browns from 1978 to 1984,
is Liberty University's new
head football coach.
Ruti$iano, sports com-
mentator for NBC/ESPN
television prior to his
appointment at Liberty,
was NFL Coach of the Year
in 1980 and AFC Coach of
the Year, UPI, in 1979.
Ruti$iano replaces
Morgan Hout as head coach
at Liberty University. Hout
has been invited to become
Assistant Athletic Director
at Liberty University.
As LU moves toward a
totally competitive Divi-
sion I football program,
Dr. Falwell feels Sam
Rutigliano will be the per-
son to make that happen.
"Offensively, I like to
play an exciting game,"
says Rutigliano. He feels
Southern Conference affilia-
tion is important and can be
done at Liberty in the near
future. "However, it will be
done at our own pace and at
a consensus decision."
Sam Rutigliano and
Dr. Falwell share the same
vision for the university.
"This is the first time I
really feel the vision for
reaching out and helping
young people. I've tried to
do that in every job I've
had but I really feel it
can be fulfilled here."
Rutigliano says, "This
university represents all
of the things that I believe
in. I just want to be part of
that kind of program."
When asked if any reli-
gious considerations were
involved in his decision
to come to Liberty,
Rutigliano said that the
most important consid-
eration is that his whole
Iife is based on Jesus
Christ. "That is basically
the reason I 'm here..  . .
Sports just happens to be
the vehicle for that religion
to reach out."
Rutigliano does not see
coming to Liberty as any-
thing small. In fact, he
says, "I consider it a step
up to something bigger and
better than anything I've ever
been involved in before."
He feels that 98 percent
of coaching is recruiting and
in recruiting for Liberty he
plans to "make sure the
young men are accountable
and come to LU for a reason,
to get an education."
Sam Rutigliano became a
Christian after experiencing
the traumatic death of his
youngest daughter. He has
been an outstanding speaker
for the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes and has
played a part in the fight
against drugs through the
Inner Circle, a drug rehabili
tation progam created by the
Cleveland Browns in 1982.
Thmara L. Pugh
Flamest l-AA
Debut Is a
Success
After one year in
Division I-AA the Liberty
University football team
ended the 1988-89 season
with an outstanding record
of 8-3. The Flames' record
was the best of Division I
schools in Virginia and the
second-best independent
school record in the entire
NCAA-I-AA.
The Flames, rankec
22nd nationally by Football
News magazine, played an
impressive season, the
second toughest in I-AA
schools,.with seven I-AA
opponents on their schedule.
Their three losses came by
a total of only five points.
Liberty scored 28.7
points a game in the
1988-89 season, the second-
highest point total in the
history of Flames' football.
This mark was also 19th
best in the I-AA.
LU's offense ranked 26th
nationally in rushing offense,
after rushing for 1,971 yards
and averaging 179.2 yards a
game on the ground. In
addition to team records,
individual records were set by
Paul Johnson, quarterback,
and Charles McCray, tailback.
Johnson finished the
season ranked llth in the
I-AA statistics, for passing
efficiency, and broke the
Flames' record for career
touchdown passes (33) in the
last game against Tbwson
State when he completed his
34th career touchdown pass.
McCray tied a Liberty
record rushing for 15 touch-
downs in a season, and is only
five touchdowns away from
tying LU's record for the most
rushing touchdowns in a
career (27). McCray ended
the season ranked sixth in
scoring in I-AA statistics,
averaging 8.73 points a game.
TLP
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Ievangelism. Along the same
vein, Cox encourages
American youth to come to
Japan to work with him on
a short-term basis.
Japanese young people are
attracted to American
young people, a fact LIGHT
Ministries discovered uring
its campaign. American
students are able to wit-
ness to English-speaking
Japanese students, or, by
teaming up with young
Japanese believers, share
the gospel through an
interpreter. These points of
contact often lead to fur-
ther, in-depth discussions of
the Christian faith.
Cox states that the New
Testament methodology
they use "is producing
results that are almost
unique here in 'impossible'
Japan. . . .Youngpeop le
have been a vital part of
all of this. . . . How about
you Iending a hand?" For
more information about
this ministry contact Ralph
Cox. care of TEAM. Box
969. Wheaton. Illinois
60187.
Howard Erickson
Gollege for a
Weekend
Attention high school
juniors and seniorsl Liberty
University's winter College
for a Weekend will be held
February 16-19. For only
$45 you can share a dorm-
itory room, eat in the
cafeteria, attend classes of
your choice, chapel, church
services, and fun activities
such as ice skating, roller
skating, bowling, and
hockey. Some activities may
require a nominal charge.
This weekend will provide
a preview of life at Liberty.
For more information call
(800) 522-6225 or (804)
522-0394.
r
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Ministering in
Try to place yourself in
this scenario: You have
been a pastor for about 30
years, actively involved in a
church-planting ministry, In
this time of extensive,
demanding outreach you
have seen the number of
believers grow to only 350.
This is not the total for one
church, but the combined
total for 24 churches! If
you are even able to
imagine a situation like
this, you can begin to
understand missionary
work in Japan, a modern,
industrial nation with a
population of 122 million,
but with only one-half of
I percent being Christians.
(Average church attendance
for all of Japan is only 19.)
Ralph Cox, who along
with his wife. Stella. has
been ministering in Japan
with TEAM since 1955,
recently spoke during mis-
sions emphasis week at
Liberty University. LIGHT
Ministries ministered with
Cox in a summer missions
campaign. Now Cox
challenged students con-
fapan
cerning Japan's harvest
field.
Emphasizing that min-
istries in Japan "gradually
see people come to Christ,"
Cox stated that mission-
aries need extreme
patience in attempting to
reach people for Christ.
While Japan has total reli-
gious freedom, social and
family pressures create
difficult barriers to gospel
presentation. However, Cox
is beginning to see a
greater interest and in-
creased growth in the
churches with which he is
associated. From 1983.
when there were 24
churches and 350 believers,
to 1987, Cox has seen 21
new churches started with
200 believers added. This is
greatly encouraging as he
looks to the future.
One of his innovative
strategies in reaching peo-
ple is providing classes for
teaching conversational
English. The desire of the
Japanese to learn English
provides a point of contact
that can Iater lead to
February
l-Dr. Falwell speaks at the National
Religious Broadcasters' Convention,
Washington, DC
8-Zig Ziglar speaks at LU and TRBC
12-Dr. Falwellspeaks at Southside Baptist
Church, Crestviev Florida
George Sweet speaks at LU (morning
service) and TRBC (evening service)
13-Dr Falwell speaks at First Baptist
Church, Jacksonville, Florida
15-Dr Falwell speaks at First Baptist
Church, Merritt Island, Florida
16-19-College for a Weekend at LU
17*Dr Falwell speaks at Roswell Street
Baptist Church, Marietta, Georgia(Bailey Smith Bible Conference)
21-23-Special Speaker Series featurina
nADtELAc
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LU Spotlight: Glaude L. Dallas, Jr.
Love in action is not just
an expression with Claude
Dallas, LU's new director of
Urban Outreach. It is a way
of life. Dallas is working to
expand the areas of Chris-
tian service, summer minis-
tries, and local ministries at
Liberty University.
This past summer Urban
Outreach took students on
an exposure trip to Los
Angeles, New York,
Norfolk, Philadelphia, and
Chicago. These students
developed a love for the
people in these cities and
realized the vast oppor-
tunity and need for Chris-
tian witness.
Dallas believes there can
be no real impact on an
individual's Iife without
contact with that person.
His greatest burden is to
see students combine their
education with a desire to
serve the Lord by reaching
out and ministering in the
urban areas of our nation.
"Serving in the cities of
this great country provides
a laboratory through which
the students can exercise
their faith and let God
show them firsthand the
application of His Word."
Dallas became interested
in missions while serving as
minister of Christian educa-
tion and development at Israel
Baptist Church in Hamilton,
Ohio. While at Israel, in
December of 1986, he made
a trip to Gonaive, Haiti. He
was overwhelmed with the
suffering of the Haitian peo-
ple and saw their great need
to know the Lord.
Before coming to LU with
his wife. Sheilah. and their
four children, Claude Dallas
worked on the executive staff
of Destiny Movement, a
newly formed missions
agency in Atlanta, Georgia.
Dallas directed six special
conferences on world evan-
gelism sponsored by this
movement. Over 2,000 of the
world's leading black Chris-
tians attended. God used
Destiny '87 and Dallas's work
at Israel Baptist Church to
give him a burden for the lost.
"Students need role
models," says Dallas, "and we
at Liberty are in the best
position to provide the type
of model God intended the
students to have." Dallas
received his B.S. degree in
zoology from Ohio State
University, and an M.S.
degree in biology from the
University of Cincinnati. He
did postgraduate work at
UCLA and Tblbot Theological
Seminary of La Mirada,
California, and is currently
working on a master of arts
degree in religion at Liberty
Baptist Theological Seminary.
LU Announces New Stadium
and Sports Arena
Liberty University
recently announced plans
to build a 12,000-seat
stadium to be constructed
on campus in time for the
football team's 1989 home
opener on September 9
against Edinboro Uni-
versity. The stadium
construction should take
about six months, depend-
ing on the weather and the
availability of materials
such as seats and the
artificial playing surface.
The stadium will be
built on what is presently
LU's practice field near the
Hancock Athletic Center.
Made possible by an anony-
mous gift from a Texas
businessman, the stadium
will be built to allow future
expansion to 35,000 seats.
The donor designated
McDevitt & Street of
Raleigh, North Carolina, as
general contractor. This
company has also con-
structed Atlanta Fulton
County Stadium, home of
the Falcons and Braves,
and The Diamond in
Richmond, a minor league
baseball field. McDevitt &
Street chose HakaniCorley
and Associates in Chapel
Hill. North Carolina. as the
architects.
The same contractor
and architects will also
begin construction early
this year on a 10,000-seat
sports and special events
arena-home court for
the Liberty University
basketball team and other
indoor sports. The arena,
made possible by the
same donor, will also be
used for chapel and special
events.
-r t"
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The Aging
Christian Prays
ear Lord, as I find myself getting older,
help me to stay closer and closer to Your
house of prayer. I tend to think of my
aching bones and worn muscles. At times
I truly cannot get out to the church,
though I sincerely want to. Yet may I not
use minor aches and pains as an excuse
to stay home from worship on Sunday
nights and Wednesday nights just to watch television,
Lord, as I near heaven's gates, may I be found more and
more in prayer. May I never assume that I have prayed enough
down through the years, and now that I am older I do not
have to spend as much time in that
exercise. Instead of praying to You
less, may I have many more hours
in conversation with You, to be-
come more and more like You. [ord,
help me also with Bible-reading.
Sometimes I am tempted to think
that the stories are "old hat" by
now. I have gone over them time
and again, but I know better. I
know that the account of Noah and
the ark can speak fresh truth to me
this morning. The incident of Jesus
feeding the multitudes has some
new insight for me this evening. So
take me away from daydreaming,
Lord. Keep me from frittering away
the hours. Thke me back to the
Book with a new zeal and ardor.
than mousy and withdrawn, serving by being young at heart.
Lord, the things that would lure me away are a bit differ-
ent now from what they were when I was younger. I am not
tempted to lustful pastimes or to superficial pleasures. Yet
I am tempted to boredom, even to monotony in things spir-
itual. Another prayer, another offering, another revival,
another sermon, another burden. I look at the easy chair, and
it is so inviting. I look at the television, and it beckons. Help
me not to give in to that subtle selfishness of old age, that
preoccupation with me.
Can I dare forget that it is still more blessed to give than
to receive? Or that giving can still be a cup of cold water in
Your name-a smile, a handshake,
a call, a greeting card, a right atti-
tude, an encouraging word, a pat on
a child's shoulder, an uplifting
word to a teenager, an intercessory
prayer? There really is so much of
worth that I can still do, Lord, Re-
mind me of that, to get my thoughts
off myself for a change.
Lord, my hands are not pretty
like they used to be. They are not
smooth and muscled like they once
were. But they still can clasp
another hand in Christ's love, They
can make a pie for someone else.
They can pick up a phone to call
another person with a reminder of
Christ's hope.
Lord, my hta,nds are
not srnootrJ and muscled
Iike tbey once ouere.
But tbey can still clasp
a,notlrer band in
Cbrist's loue, ma.ke a pie
for someone, pick up a
pbone to call anotber.
Lord, it won't be long until I shed this body. Then I will
see You face-to-face. Help me not to become sloppy in my soul
as I near that most important date. I look around me and see
those who were once active in the church, in the work of
the kingdom, now taking it easy as they near the gate. This
scares me, Lord. And I am glad that it scares me, for then
I feel that I will not slip into such a trap.
Help me to keep on serving by being in the Sunday school
class, serving by attending the monthly mission service down-
town, serving by helping in the convalescent home outreach, '
serving by writing notes of cheer to others, serving by being
at every service of the church, serving by being happy toward
visitors at worship, serving by keeping myself joyful rather
Lord, my mind is not always as
alert as it once was. But it still recalls the past answers to
prayer, the wonderful revival services I have experienced,
the memories of bodily healings and spiritual touches from
heaven. So remind me to share with the younger the faith
I have in the Saviour, to encourage and lift thosejust start-
ing out in the Christian life.
Lord, I see the teens and remember when I was young.
But don't let me pass the youth by, myself contributing to
the generation gap. Instead, help me to put my arm around
their shoulders, to whisper in their ears that I am praying for
them. Criticizing them is easy. Help me to love them.
I
conti,nued on page 56
by J. Grant Swank, Jr.
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eighties who still were not
old enough to share their
life with another human
being because they were
just too selfish. This is why
parents should teach their
children at an early age to
share their toys, their food,
or whatever they have with
their brothers and sisters.
In fact, one of the reasons
for the family is to help
people learn a spirit of
unselfishness in dealing
with other people. If they
do not learn under the
loving hand of mother and
father, they will have to
learn through the "school
of hard knocks," or in some
cases, their life's partner.
From years of counseling
experience, we are inclined
to believe that the permissive
philosophy of the past gen-
eration has Ied to marital and
family conflict. Too many
"babies" are getting married
just because they are chrono-
Iogically old enough, but in
truth, they were never trained
by loving parents to correct
their natural selfishness.
The Bible has a message
on this subject. "Let nothing
be done through strife or
vainglory; but in lowliness of
mind [humility] Iet each
esteem other better than
themselves. Look not every
man on his own things, but
every man also on the things
of others" (Phil. 2:3-4).
Obviously then, humility
is an antidote to selfishness.
If you are married and are not
humble enough to think of
someone else's needs before
you demand that yours be
met, you should go to God
and ask Him to humble
you. If you are single and
still have not learned
humility, you b-etter wait
until you grow up spir-
itually and emotionally
before you make someone
else's life miserable-not to
mention your own. I
Does Your
Family Need
a Thermostat?
Are you a thermometer
or a thermostat? Do you
just register the at-
mosphere in your home, or
do you work to regulate
the mood?
Creating a happy home
life depends on loving rela-
tionships within the family
that reflect a love for God.
Here is an alphabet of tips
from God's Word on how to
control the climate in your
home.
a\/ \
,/E \Ccept eacn person as
a valuable part of the
family. Respect one another
regardless of age, sex, or
ability (1 Tim. 4:12).
T5)
7!p-)rotherly love is more
than a feeling. Pray
for a love that is willing to
forgive, and "cover the
multitude of sins" (1 Peter
4:8-9).
/Fl
\!)heerfulness, like the
sugarcoating on a pill,
makes hard times easier to
swallow. Frequent, small
doses can help to heal a
depressed spirit (Prov. 17 :22).
TF\
4!r,lir.".nment enables
us to discover and deal
with sin. It takes wisdom
to discipline properly at the
right time (Eccl. 8;5).
\-6r
./ Mven-tempered people
settle arguments instead of
stirring up strife. God's love
is evident when we are
slow to speak, and slow to
become angry (Prov. 15:18).
\-6)
7!$ orgive and forget.
Holding a grudge creates
tensions and destroys the
bonds of peace and love
(2 Con 2:7-8).
An Antidote
for the Family's
Biggest Problem
by Tim and Beverly LaHaye
The greatest problem
human beings have in life
is selfishness. So it should
not come as a surprise that
selfishness is also the
greatest problem faced by
couples and families. Little
children seem to be born
with a streak of selfishness,
and if it is not trained out
of them by loving parents,
they will never become
ready for marriage or any
other close relationship in
life.
One of the questions we
are asked repeatedly is,
"How old does one have to
be to get married?" We
usually surprise the ques-
tioner by replying, "Some
people never become old
enough to marry." Our
reasoning is, they are just
too selfish, and selfishness
is a sign of immaturity.
Delaying the supply of our
needs or wants requires
self-denial and that takes
time-time to grow up. So
the magic age for marriage
depends on the individual.
We have met some people
who were mature (or un-
selfish) enough to marry
before they were physically
ready for that big decision.
On the other hand, we
have met people in their
)
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entle people try to
speak and act assertively,
without being aggressive.
Sarcasm is not gentle
(2 Tim. 2:24).
T-6-7j D Lumility reminds us
we cannot do the job alone.
We need God's power to act
out the truth He shows us
(Prov.22:4).
T7
{ntegrity demands
honesty and justice. It
shines in a world dark with
deceit, and provides a
foundation for trust and
respect (Prov. 4:18).
T7
Q.J oy comes from the
Spirit within us, making us
content to rely on God's
strength. A home filled
with joy has no room for
fear or worry (Ps. 5:11-12).
\-o7
-i 6 \indness looks for
ways to please others,
especially those in our own
family (Gal. 6:10).
T-7
sl-[ongsuffering is
another fruit of the Spirit
that helps us live peaceably
together. God requires an
attitude of tolerance as we
pray for Christian growth and
maturity (Eph. 4:2).
)Wunn"r, stem
from the awareness
that we are created
in the image of
God. Politesi)l, uoo. rolrr
ffiii: speech and
?r considerate
behavior show our
respect for one
another (Gen. 1:27).
TJ\T
av ounsn yourselves
with "words of faith and of
good doctrine." Discover
godly patterns of Iiving by
studying God's Word
(1 Tim 4:6).
vercome evil with
good. Break the cycle of
paying back a wrong with a
wrong by choosing to do
what is right (1 Peter 3:9).
TD)
3l-f eace comes to those
who focus on God. Trusting
His strength to control our
situation lets us be sti[,
relaxed, content in His care
(Isa. 26:3-4).
/'6\
Q/uletness lets others
sneak while we listen. You
may be surprised by what
you learn when you really
listen (Eccl. 9:17).
VF\
J ((".o.,.iliation should
never wait. Tbke the initiative
to settle the argument
quickly. Your relationship
is worth more than your pride
(Matt. 5:23-24).
rRpr)incerity means we say
what we mean, and do what
we say. No one respects a
hypocrite (1 Tim. 4:1-2).
emnerance in a
parent shows a child how
to live-not self-willed, but
self-controlled-led by the
Spirit of God (Titus 1:7-8).
TnZI Ut nity, deciding on
common goals and working
together, pleases God. A
sense of unity gives us the
incentive to resist worldly
temptations that separate
families (Ps. 133).
TO/p ision is necessary for
the family to thrive. What
are the goals God wants for
your family? Pray for the
wisdom to devise a plan
God will bless (Prov. 29:18).
T$-lv
\|p orship together in
the house of the Lord.
Growing together in the
knowledge of God promotes
unity (Ps. 55:14).
\7
-/6 \ -extra-large helping
of hugs and kisses. Everyone
needs to give and receive
the outward expression of
inner affection. A gentle
touch or a warm huq can
soothe the troubled spirit
(Rom. 12:10).
\7J ( ield yourself unto
God. Don't let bad habits
destroy your health or
harm your home. God
wants to break the power
of sin in your life (Rom.
6:11-13).
q7
(1Qeal is a mark of the
family determined to be and
do what God commands-to
love the Lord, to serve Him
diligently, to seek His ways,
to want to obey, and then
to love each other. God
delights in blessing such a
home (2 Peter 1:4-11),
Satan uses the stresses
of life to threaten the
stability of Christian
homes. He must chuckle
with glee when we are
content to be thermometers,
when discord sends our
mercury through the
breaking point. How good
it is to know that God can
make us thermostats, able
to Iive harmonious lives
that glorify His name.
I Suzanne Golightly
Iv
€
I
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"The Lord answers
prayers in three ways-Yes,
No, and Wait." How many
times have we heard this
truth in our Christian lives?
Matthew 7:8 reinforces the
fact that the Lord answers
all prayers, "For everyone
that asketh receiveth; and
he that seeketh findeth;
and to him that knocketh it
shall be opened."
Therefore if a prayer ap-
pears to be unanswered
(and we know that God an-
swers all prayers), we have
received a "wait"
answer-undoubtedly the
most difficult answer we
can receive. We can ap-
proach this answer with
either a positive or a nega-
tive attitude. Much of the
time we take the ar in
"wait" and allow it to
represent worYA. We worry
that the Lord will not an-
swer our prayer or that we
will not be happy with the
answer. We worry that He
will ask us to wait longer
than we want. The longest
"wait" answer I have ex-
perienced has been in my
prayers for a child. I have
worried that I will soon be
too old to have or adopt a
child. Worry often leads to
the next negative attitude.
The letter o in "wait" is
for when we become
afraid. At times I am
afraid that the Lord has
forgotten my prayer. For
example, my husband and I
saved money for three
months, doing without all
but necessities in order to
pay cash for a car for me
to drive to work.
During this time we also
worked toward becoming
When God Says,
l,UAIT
debt-free to be able to go to
mission school. When the
money was saved and we
began searching for a car, I
experienced a strong feeling
that the Lord desired me to
use the money
toward our
debts and to
trust in Him
for a car. After
d iscussing i t
with my hus-
band and pas-
tor, we did use
the money for
bills. While I
again waited, I
experienced a
great deal of
unnecessa ry
fear that I had
made a mis-
take.
Other times
we take the
Ietter i in
"wait" and be-
come impa-
tient. Because
we do not know the future
as God sees it in our lives,
and do not know when the
"wait" answer will become
a "yes" or "no," we have a
tendency to become impa-
tient while waiting for God
to show us the best road.
Lastly, we often use the let-
ter t and feel threatnrrcd.
I have felt threatened that God
may ask me to wait longer for
a child than I feel I am able to
wait; that He asked me to use
that money we saved for a car
to pay off debts instead;
that He has not appeared t0
help us reach the mission field.
God does not want me to feel
this way. He has asked me to
"wait" for reasons of gowth
and learning; not as a threat to
my desires. But God desires
us to obtain positive attitudes.
Let's look at "wait" from a
positive viewpoint.
One attitude I acquired
during my infertility is
to be watchful
rather than to
worry. When I
am watchful I
am able to no-
tice others who
have had sim-
ilar "wait"
answers. I am
then able to
minister to
them. Second
Corinthiars 1:4
tells us to com-
fort others
with the com-
fort He has
given to us. If
we worry, we
turn inward
and see only
our own pain.
Another les-
son God has
taught me is to be auailnble
rather than afraid. When I
used the money I had saved
for a car to pay off debts
and trust in God, I became
available for a blessing and a
miracle in my life.
Just a few shoft weeks
after obeying God in this mat-
te4 a friend called and told us
to come see him. When we
arrived at his home, he pre-
sented us with a car-at a cost
of $200. As he narrated how
he came to have this ca4 I
knew God had provided this
miracle for us. We had not
discussed our need for a car
with this friend.
God is inJalLibk. He ts
trustworthy, reliable, and un-
failing. In my impatience for
our plans to become mission-
aries, I have learned to listen
to other missionaries and their
testimonies. God called them
to their ministry and although
the road was difficult for
many, He has been unfailing in
His promises. If God truly
called us to the mission field,
He will prepare the way.
In each of the three situa-
tiors I have related, God's ti,m-
i,rry is and was essential. My
husband and I have prayed con-
sistently for a child and do not
feel we have received a "no"
answer, for God has not taken
this desire from our hearts. In
His trming, we continue to be-
lievethat this desirewill bemet
or we will receive the peace to
withstand a "no" answer.
Hannah. Sarah. and Elisabeth
conceived in God's timing.
Our need for transporbation
fell into place perfectly in
God's timing. Tirough this, not
only were we blessed, but our
friend whom the Lord used
was equally blessed.
God's timing is of utmost
importance in our ministry
plans. When the time is
right, nothing that man or
Satan can do will prevent us
from achieving God's will for
this area of our lives.
In Acts 1:4 the apostles
were told to wai,t in Jerusalem
for the Holy Spirit. halm 37:7
tells us to wai,t patiently for
the Lord. Daid waitpd for
God and his cry was heard.
(Ralrn 40:1). And, in Isaiah
40:31 we are told that those
who uai,t on the Lord
will be renewed with strength.
Ib wait is never easy, but it
often provides a chance to
grow in our faith.
I Kathy Lay
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No matter how impressively I speak,
If I don't have love,
I am monotonous and simple.
Even though I have the gift of
foretelling
and am able to understand
unknown things,
and have all wisdom,
and even if my trust is enough
to move a mountain;
If I don't have lovr,
!^l ii* t ^ , noth;n:,g
- 
Even if I give everything
O I h^r, to-th, pooi
and surrender
ny body to
the llames,
but do not
have love,
It is all
worthless.
A Paraphrase of Love
I Corinthians 15
Love isn't proud,
It doesn't try to push people into
something;
It doesn't lose patience;
It isn't proud.
Love has good manners;
it isn't rude
and it doesn't hink mean or
dirty things;
It looks for things good about
other people.
It doesn't get offended easily
by what others say.
It doesn't remenber what you did
a long time ago,
Love does not delight in bad things
but in good things.
Love does a whole bunch of things:
It caries heavy burdens;
ft frusfs in others;
k waits patiently for God's timing;
It endures all hardships;
But our ignorance will be
replaced
with understanding;
As a child, I understood as a child;
As a man, I put away
childish things;
But in heaven our knowledge fu
will be perfect,
And rhere remains faith, hope ! ,t,
and love.
But love is the greatest
of all three.
Now on earth we don't understand Ithings perfectly. tl
We only know things partially; !,ti',t
I Paraphrased by the
Junior High Youth
Group (1986) of
First Baptist CAurci,,'\
Elkhan. Indiana. / i
Love never quits; but predictions,
tongues and knowledg,
- 
wi]] soon go away.to
P We don't know everS,thing,
O nor do we know
the whole truth,
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Family Bookshelf
Tuffy to be a cat and do
his job, but the mice can
hear him coming. Everyone
is happy. And Christopher ,
makes a new friend.
Other delightful stories in
the series are: The lVhite
Trai.l (about stealing) based
on Ephesians 4:28, A Sunday
Surprise (about good
behavior) based on I Timothy
3:15, The Potluck Sryper
(about greed) based on
Proverbs 15:27, A Load of
Ttouble (about deceit) based
on Proverbs 20:17 , and Rni,ny
Day Rescue (about obedience)
based on Ephesians 6:1.
"Discussion Starters" at
the back of each book help
children make practical appli-
cation of the biblical truth.
Parents and children will love
this series!
I Connie Schofer
,1.
Basic Tlaining:
Bible Songs for Grow-
ing Strong covers topics
like wisdom and God's
sovereignty in a musical
format that wil l equip
"tweenagers" for the
battles they face. Herb
Owen writes that it's a
study of the doctrines of
the Bible and about
God. But it 's far from a
highbrow lecture.
Owen's talent as a
songwriter brings high-
energy music together
with a meat-packed mes-
sage to help train youth
for running the Christian
race. Cleverly packaged.
The tape is a delight for
parents who want their
children to learn to en-
joy Christian music and
the song book provides a
quality program for this
age group to present.
(Brentwood Music.
74 pp., $9.98 songbook,
$9.98 casset te) .
1 Deborah W. Huff
ffiI.,',ry.Christopher Church-mouse Classics, byBarbara Davoll, illustratedby Dennis Hockerman.
Suued by the BelI is the
first in this precious series
that teaches children to
grow in the knowledge of
God. Christopher Church-
mouse lives with his family
in the basement of an old
stone church. Life is very
pleasant until the new
church caretaker brings his
cat, T[rffy, there to live.
Then life becomes a night-
mare for the little mice!
Based on Proverbs 21:14,
'A gift in secret pacifieth
anger," Christopher's
Sunday-school teacher ex-
plains how a "secret gift"
can pacify anger and make
an enemy into a friend.
Christopher decides to try
it on Tirffy. He gives T\rffy
a silver bell to wear around
his neck. The eift allows
I
Family Mattgrs with John D. Graham
John D. Graham and family
There are seueral differ-
ent stages oJ married Life.
Follotui,ng are a few of the
greatest erperiences, JeeL-
ings, problems, or adjust-
ments faced by couples
during each stage.
Young couples without
children must beware of
"hidden" expectations they
have of spouse's behavior,
thoughts, and so on. Dis-
couragement with unmet
expectations opens the
door to bitterness between
couples during early
childless years that can
spring forth in fullness
after children are born.
This period gives great
opportunity to gain proper
appreciation and under-
standing of spouse be/ore
children.
Couples with young
children deal with the
potential for disaster as
affection shifts away from
each other and on to the
children. Changes in
daily disciplines of manage-
ment of family affairs
and responsibilities must
be recognized.
Couples with adoles-
cents must take advantage
of developing "friendship"
with emerging adults in
their home. They also face
the social responsibility of
being the final authority in
their teen's life.
Couples with grown
children must help main-
tain the balance between
independent lives and
available "assistance" in
dealing with life. This is a
time of preparing for life
without Mom and Dad.
I John D. Graham is
pastor of Grace Christian
Assembly in Charleston,
South Carolina.
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GOING ALL THE WAY
by Jerry Johnston
Goi,ng AII the Way is written to par-
ents, pastors, teachers, and others in the
adult community who care about
teenagers. It is frank, alarming, and
graphic in its approach to the problem
of teenage sexuali-
ty and is not for
the faint of heart
or casual reader.
With authentic
detail this book in-
forms of the real
world of teens and
sex. JerryJohnston
describes and re-
veals the Iow ebb
of teenage sexual morality among both
unsaved and Christian teens of the
eighties. He explains how to distinguish
lust from love, gives eight reasons to
avoid the scars of premarital sexual rela-
tionships, clearly defines the true world
of teenage sexuality, and explains what
the AIDS menace means to teens.
Going AIL the Way is an expose
straight from the hearts of thousands of
teens who have told their tragic stories
to the author as he traveled this land
speaking in public high school assem-
blies. It describes the influences of por-
nography, homosexuality, drugs, and al-
cohol on teenagers. It reveals the effects
of abortion on teens, through the actual
stories of young people who have expe-
rienced it. It exposes the widespread,
often denied, realities of teen prostitu-
tion, rape, and incest, and it warns of
the truly deadly dangers of sexual ac-
tivity outside the bounds of marriage.
Johnston tells us that thousands of
teenagers are anxiously awaiting the op-
portunity to "get rid" of their virgini-
ty, but few understand that "losing it"
can result in devastating guilt, regret,
and even suicide. The peer pressure to
be sexually active is incredible.
However, once they are involved, im-
proper inforrnation, selfish partners,
fear of discovery, lack of commitment
or emotional intimacy, and frequently,
intoxication, combine to take a tremen-
dous toll on the sexually active teenager.
ln Goi,ng All the Way Johnston
shows teenagers that they are not alone
and there are others who understand
their feelings. It is an invaluable tool
for bui lding sexual judgment in
teenagers, and must reading for all who
love and live with teens.
One warning in closing. This is not a
book to be given to a teen for unsuper-
vised reading. Parents should read the
book first and then together with their
teens read and discuss the contents in
the context of a guided study and devo-
tional time. (Word Books, 186 pp.,
$12.95) Dave Marston
Booknotes
BUILDING A RELATIONSHIP
THAT LASTS
by Dick Purnel l
Focusing on the single adult, Dick
Purnell offers significant insight for
building positive dating relationships.
The reader is admonished to examine
such areas as motives, self-concept, and
self-centeredness not only in a dating
relationship, but in all of life. Ttue ful-
fillment in life comes from learning to
be open and honest, accepting our-
selves, and giving of ourselves. "If you
wear a mask or put up walls to protect
yourself and then someone says, 'I love
you,' what do they really love? The ex-
tent to which you have hidden yourself
from them is the extent to which their
love can be questioned. You will always
fear that they love only the part of you
that you have let them know. We must
learn to be onen and vulnerable in
)
An excerpt from
GOING ALL THE WAY
Get ready! What you are about to
read reveals the stinging truth of
what is going on with sex and
teenagers. To paint the panorama,
the overall network of moral demise
has to be stated. It is nasty , . . but we
cannot turn our heads any longer.
I simply could not remain silent.
After almost every school assembly,
a teenage guy or gal would come to
me like a magnet, pouring out the
lurid details. And noq three million
students later, with hundreds of
thousands of miles behind me, the
anxiety and fear chiseled in their
faces is like a haunting memory
prompting me to speak out.
My detractors will blast me for
writing this book. They will say what
I have penned are "unmention-
ables." Like so many in the adult
community they are convinced that
by not "talking about it" somehow it
will all go away. Yet, ignorance is not
bliss and certainly not protection.
My only defense is that I have
been where the kids are in over
2,500 public schools. I have listened
and audio-recorded their stories
because they were so shocking.
My orientation is secular youth and
my heart bleeds for them and for
the peace and purpose they are
searching for through such diverse
avenues.
Without exception, almost every
teenager I talk with exclaims, "I can't
talk to my mom or dad, Jerry."
Parental denial, gullibility, and in-
difference are the archenemies of
many kids getting help or being de-
terred in time from poor sexual
choice. We just don't want to believe
our little Suzi or Jimmy does those
things. To avoid the stress of
confrontation and reality, we choose
to poke our heads in the sand. But
facts are facts and the scenario is
getting darker.
I
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relationships" (p. 29).
Since the book offers sound, scrip-
turally based advice for building a rela-
tionship, or severing a relationship if
necessary it is appropriate not only for
single adults, but also for those who
teach and counsel them. (Here's Life
Publishers, 140 pp., $6.95) P. Donaldson
SINGLES IIINISTRY
HANDBOOK
Edited by Douglas L. Fagerstrom
"Single adults need to be integrated
into the entire body of Christ, not kept
separate or considered an extension of
the youth ministry. Yet singles have
needs which are unique and call for
tailored methods. The Si,rryl,es Mi,nistry
Handbook deals with that delicate
balance." This handbook fulfills the
claim of its back-cover "tease."
The SirryIes Mi.nistry Handbook is a
collection of 55 brief monographs ub-
mitted by the leading sin$es pastors in
America. It makes the claim of being the
most comprehensive resource for single
adult ministry. Believe it. The book spans
the gamut of issues under the headings
of: "The Need for a Singles Ministry,"
"Sin$e Adults God Has Called Us Tb,"
"Need and Issues of Singles Ministry"
"Ministry to Sin$es," "Programs for
Singles," and a three-part appendix that
provides a narrative of roundtable dis-
cussion with sin$e parents.
The strength of the book lies in its
concise treatment of the issues most
central to a sin$es ministry. Fbgerstrom
seems to leave no stone unturned. The
30 contributors address the difficult
issues from a perspective based on
extensive personal and professional
experience. They seem to write as
one, reflecting their experience with
and knowledge of the sin$e adult
ministry.
The only shortcomings I detect are
the brevity of the articles (each section
warrants expansion into a book of its
own) and the weak theology. Sensitive
issues are addressed without the provi-
sion of a clear biblical rationale.
This volume is not only required
reading for any church considering
starting a sin$e adult ministry but for
all senior pastors who want to gain a
realistic perception of the needs and
strengths of our population of singe
adults. (Victor Books, 304 pp., $16.95)
Mike Kachura
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SPLITTII{G UPr WHEN YOUR
FRIEND GETS A DIVORCE
by Dandi Daley Knorr
Divorce has successfully infiltrated
the Christian community. Divorce
among Christians is a fact affirmed by
the growing number of divorce books
targeting a Christian readership. Unfor-
tunately, the more medicine needed,
the worse the disease.
Dandi Knorr, a divorced mother of
two, ministers to the fast-growing popu-
lation of divorced people in our
churches. The thoughtful questions in
each chapter focus on everyday ways to
be a true friend to someone who is heal-
ing from a divorce.
Ttris book is sadly needed. The recent
proliferation of good books such as Split-
ting Up is a testimony to the victories
Satan is gaining in the church. (Harold
Shaq 147 pp., $7.95) David R. Miller
MOVERS AND SHAPERST
SINGLES WHO CHANGED
THEIR WORLD
by Harold lvan Smith
From David Brainerd (1718-1747) to
"Corrie" Tbn Boom (1892-1983), these
nine vignettes of single Christians who
made their mark on history provide a
simple overview of what motivated and
challenged them.
In chronicling the lives of these men
and women, Smith first briefly records
highlight events and then describes fac-
tors that characterized their unique
ministries. A factor common to each of
the nine was a determination to con-
tinue despite pressures, obstacles, and
often, persecution.
While these profiles are interesting
and inspiring the tendency to document
positive highlights often overlooks inner
feelings of discouragement or despair,
making it appear that these individuals
never had personal turmoil and conflict.
Regardless, the coverage is encouraging
for others contemplating active service
for God. (Fleming H. Revell, 204 pp.,
$5.95) Iloward Erickson
THE DIVORCE DECISION
by Gary Richmond
Divorce has arrived. Though as un-
welcome as any plague, it has neverthe-
less invaded our churches through the
weakening family and has become a fact
of Christian life in these later days.
Divorce is here, as Gary Richmond
writes so eloquently, and we had better
become trained to deal with it.
Both the author's Evangelical Free
church and this reviewer's Fundamen-
talist Baptist church have found the
need to employ full-time pastors to meet
the needs of single parents in the
church. And we are not alone. More and
more solid, Bible-believing churches are
being assaulted by divorce among their
people and are looking for answers.
Richmond not only supplies most of
the needed answers for dealing with the
effects of divorce, but in a very force-
ful way tells couples contemplating
divorce what they don't want to hear:
the impact of divorce on children, on
finances, on relationships with God and
people, and on the future.
The Di,uorce Decisi,on is now on the
bookshelf in my counseling office. But
it won't be there long. The need for this
kind of information is too great and
growing too fast for this book to gather
dust. I highly recommend it to anyone
with the potential for dealing with a
"divorce decision." (Word Books,
215 pp., $8.95) DRM
uvtNc rN Two woRtDs
by Wanda Jones
An affirmation of God's love for all,
despite earthly racial barriers, gave
Howard and Wanda Jones reason to ad-
vance in evangelism for the cause of
Christ.
Wanda Jones, with the assistance
of Sandra P. Aldrich, presents her life
story in a manner to which we all can
relate. Have not we, at one time or
another, elevated ourselves above
another in pride? Must we allow
bigotry to enslave us when we are all
equal under Christ? Wanda Jones
learned that we must unite as one body
of believers under Christ, regardless of
color.
It is an enchanting story of love,
bewilderment, anger, and inner strug-
gles. Howard and Wanda Jones trusted
God to provide for their needs and give
them peace. He never failed them, and
He used them as a source to reach
others for His sake. (Zondervan, 164 pp.,
$7.95) Lorrie M. Arringgon
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VIDEO REVIEW
FALSE GODS OF OUR TIME
Featuring Dr. Norman L. Geisler
Our day is one of militant pluralism
being represented in every sphere oflife.
The pluralism of our day is ironically
dogmatic about the truth that there is
no absolute truth. Truth is seen to be
subjectively "within me," to the exclu-
sion of any recognition of the objective
truth of God. Within such a cultural
mind-set anything goes, and, in fact, any
and all things-pointedly in religion-
are passing as ways or claims of relative
truth. Cults are flourishing, and their
perspectives (ways of seeing God, life,
salvation, etc.) are not just outside of
the body of Christ. Cultic, "New Age"
ways of thinking and doing all, find the
church much too permeable to the
inflow of false notions. Why? Because
Christians are neither firm in the truth
of God, nor are they aware of the direc-
tions and insidious forms of false
thoughts constantly bombarding them
through the media.
Fortunately, a number of capable
Christian scholars have sought o bridge
this gap in various ways. Christians, who
have fallen and will fall prey to wrong
perspectives, have gone wrong while yet
quot ing Paul,  "Beware of vain
philosophy." But, as Norman Geisler has
Iong and rightly pointed out, "We can-
not beware unless we are aware.
In this well-produced four-part video
series, Geisler incisively and carefully
exposes the philosophies and claims of
false religions and quasi-religions while
also affirming the truth of the one true
and living God who has redemptively
revealed Himself to us.
This is an important work and a must
for viewing. (Jeremiah Films, 4 VHS
tapes, $129.95) John D. Morrison
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Bookworm's Bulletin
ffi;ffiur church services, by
C. Norman Noble. Standard Publishing,
61  pp . ,  $7 .95 .
Your Child & Drugs, by Ross Campbell,
M.D., with Pat Likes. Victor Books, 151
pp. ,  $10.95 .
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Iomething revolutionary
is happening in the
world of television,
People are turning off TV that's
predictable, and they're coming
over to something new and
creative. FamilyNet will soon
be airing new, original
programs especially for the
mi l l ions who are saying, "The
family is the most important
part of our lives. We want
television that reflects our
values!"
REVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMS
Our 24-hour program schedule
offers a wide selection of excel-
lent family shows, including
music, women's hows, sports,
outdoor adventures, children's
shows, health and fitness,
movie classics, inspirational
and issues-oriented programs.
A BIG REVOLUTION TO COME
In the coming months,
you'l l see more original
programs on FamilyNet. lt 's
already happening, with
FamilyNet Sports TM, shows
for young adults, music programs,
TV shopping, family dramas,
and more. lt 's all part of the
growing FamilyNet Revolution
COME ON OVER!
lf your local cable system isn't
offering FamilyNet, call them
and ask for it. l f you're a home
dish owner, come on over to
Galaxy l l l ,  Transponder 23and
start enjoying FamilyNet todayl
Watch "The Pastor's Study" on
FamilyNet. Monday through
Friday at  9 a.m. (LIVE),  2 p,m.,
7  p .m ,  10  p .m. ,  1  a .m.
And, "The Old Time Gospel
Hour "  on  Saturday  a l7  a .m. ,
11  a .m. ,  11  p .m. ,  and  Sunday
a t  B  a .m. ,  10  a .m. ,  1  p .m. ,
B  p  m. ,  and 12  midn igh t .
(All t imes are eastern).
The Family Televrsion Network
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I7: 14). the resurrection
body (1 Cor. 15:44,46).
These things are spiritual
in the sense that they de-
rive from or partake of the
Spirit. A thing may be
spiritual in that it takes its
character from the Spirit, a
"spiritual song" (Eph. 5:19;
Col. 3:16), "spiritual under-
standing" (Col. 1:9),
"spiritual blessings" (Eph.
1:3). Or the writer might
use the adjective to speak
of something that denotes
the spirit (i.e., a "spiritual
meaning") (1 Cor.  10:1-4).
As a masculine noun,
pn eumatikos signifies the
spiritual man (1 Cor.
2:13-15; 3:1; 14:37; Gal.
6:1). The spiritual man is
marked by character quali-
ties such as love and con-
cern for others and by his
Iack of self-conceit and
envy. He is dominated by
control of the Spirit versus
the flesh (Gal. 5:16-6:11).
\ Daniel B. Mitchell
&alati
Outline
I. Restoration without
Retaliation (chapter 6)
A. Bearing one another's
burdens (vv. 1-5)
B. Reaping what is sown
(vv. 6-10)
C. Glorying in the Cross
of Christ (vv. 1-16)
D. Bearing the marks of
Jesus (vv. 17-18)
Word Study
Pneumatikos, "spiritu-
al." Formed from pneuma,
prwumati,kos may be an ad-
jective or a masculine
noun. As an adjective
pneurnati,kos i  almost ex-
clusively a Pauline word,
occurring elsewhere only in
I Peter 2:5. Fifteen of 24
usages occur in I Corin-
thians. Paul uses the adjec-
tive three ways. It may
refer to anything that is
spiritual-a gift, chari,sma
(Rom. 1:11), the law (Rom.
Good
or
Bad?
A break from traditions
and habits was the
hallmark of the Reforma-
tion. Of necessity, Martin
Luther, John Knox, William
Tyndale, and other reform-
ers emancipated believers
from church traditions.
Just as circumstances were
at the threshold of the
Reformation, so they seem to
be among somechurches now.
Habits can be good or
bad. Much preaching has
pointed out evils associated
with tobacco, l iquor, or
cursing. But l i tt le sermoniz-
ing has spilled over into
habits of religious practice.
Maybe that is because we
get accustomed to and bias
toward our habits. We like
them and do not want any-
one to challenge our rou-
tine or tradition. Habits,
though, ar€ not all bad-
or good.
The habit of Bible-
reading and private devo-
tions is good. But some
Sunday practices have be-
come so traditional that
ritual, order, and worship
distinctive seem to have
replaced the essence of
Calvary.
Could Sunday morning
habits have become so
Iocked into worship order
that they are considered in-
spired and inseparable
from our faith? Anyone
who attempts to change
the order printed in the
Sunday bulletin will face
confrontation from dea-
cons, pastors, and founding
members. Their main argu-
ment: "But we have al-
ways done it this way."
Habit or inspiration?
To a starving man, bread
and water can be the sub-
stance of life. He praises
the Lord for nourishment,
but after passing of time,
that same recipe can lead
to malnutrition and
emaciated health. The crr-
cumstances he identified
with his saving experience
were precious, but his life
depends on sustained feed-
ing. The gospel of salvation
saves man, but it alone
does not sustain.
Chr is t  laught  the d isc i -
ples continuously for three
years, then sent the Holy
Spirit to continue the
process of edification. He
increased their faith. They
progressed from watching
Him, to listening, to help-
ing, to doing-they grew.
They expanded their scope
from the "simple plan of sal-
vation" to acts of emulation.
Religious practice can
become negative. Practi-
tioners can get so wrapped
up in habits and traditions
that they are lulled into
thinking that keeping the
Iaw of routine is next to
godliness, and that devia-
tion from "the way we
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have always done it" is
borderline heresy. The
keeping of tradition and
order does offer a form of
denominational identity
and fulfillment each Sun-
day, but is that why Christ
died for man? His desire is
that identity be in Him.
Pomp and ceremony can
easily become priority for
people who rest only in the
circumstances of their ini-
tial contact with Christ.
Churches that take pride in
perpetuation of habit can
easily fail to walk with
Christ beyond the salvation
experience. Their motive
may be good; they so ap-
preciate the change that
Calvary initiated that they
are afraid to expand their
spiritual diet to include
fresh nourishment, for fear
of losing focus on Christ.
Rut that very thing hap-
pens. Although their Sun-
day habits give a sense of
security and religious satis-
faction, God made man to
fellowship with Him-to
identify with Him and to
return His love daily. That
requi res grealer  unr ler '
standing of God. Under-
standing increases with
instruction, praise, and
knowledge of the ways of
God. These are best accom-
plished with provocation of
the mind to make man
think and to analyze per-
sonal practices compared
with God's character.
Provocation to think on
the ways of God may best
be exercised when congre-
gations are not bound to
such rigid routine that
completion of the order of
worship is priority. Perhaps
the prominent act of the
Christian church is to break
away from religious tradi-
tions and to develop the
habit of loving Christ.
W Bonald E. Johnson
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George Harris calls his
church a "happy church"
and says the best thing
about being pastor of Cas-
tle llills First Baptist
Church is the people who
worship there. "They are a
free people. They give me
unlimited ranqe to do as I
feel the Lord leads the
church. Our staff has a
goor l  re la l ionship.  I  enjoy
going to work every
morning. "
During the 13 years Har-
ris has pastored Castle
Hil ls, he has seen the
church grow to a member-
ship ot ' f t , (XX).  The largest
church in San Antonio,
Castle Hills has presented a
unique situation to Pastor
IIarris. To effectively reach
his community, 79 percent
of whom are Hispanic, the
church must have a
Spanish-speaking ministry.
Although Harris is not
bilingual, a layman in his
congregation is able to
overdub the televised ser-
mons for a Spanish TV
ministry. "He is so fluent
and so good," commented
Harris, "and his words
fit the picture so well it
Iooks like I'm speaking
Spanish. "
"Right now the greatest
challenge we face is our
Spanish te lev is ion min is-
try," says Harris. "But we
have been able to send the
program to California, Dal-
las, San Antonio, and
Guatemala City, Guatema-
la." The Spanish program
is received in over 6.5 mil-
lion Hispanic homes; the
English version in over 10
mill ion homes.
Castle Hills recently pur-
chased over  $1,267,000
worth of editing equipment
and has created Church
Triumphant Ministries,
which publishes a national
monthly  magazine,  Tr iu m-
phant L'iJ'r:. "We can't un-
derwrite locally all the
television opportunities we
have,"  Harr is  expla ins.
"We have to have some
way of asking for support
because we don't want to
do it on television."
Ilarris has come a long
way from the town of Pine
Bluff, Arkansas, where he
was born. Ilis road was not
always easy, and he credits
his wife, Lynda, with the
support he needed to be-
come a successful pastor.
"We've been married 31
years, and she has been a
constant encouragement,
my closest friend. I could
not have gone through col-
lege without her, because I
was dyslexic and she read
to  me . "
Ilarris is also apprecia-
tive of at least five
teachers who "were the
difference between success
and discouragement" while
he was in school. He plans
to write abook, The
Tear:her's Touch, about the
teachers who were the
greatest influence on his life.
Future prospects for the
ministry of Castle Hills
First Baptist Church are
bright, and Harris, 53, does
not plan to slow his pace.
He and his wife have
raised four children to
adulthood and now a
grandchild has enterec 
.their l ives. "Her name rs
Lyndsay Erin," he boasts.
"When she was born I had
to apologize to all the
members of my congrega-
tion. I used to get on
everybody about always
show ing  p i c l u res  o f  t he i r
grandkids, but I found out
there is something as grand
as a grandchild." He mo-
tions toward his pocket.
"And if you've got a
minute, I happen to have a
picture right here."
W Anglela E. Hunt
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The June 19th Sunday
evening service at the First
Baptist Church of Indian
Rocks in Largo, Florida,
was a little different last
year. It was Father's f)ay,
and Pastor Charlie Martin
had 
.just finished a series of
messages on the home
Weeks before, he had
wondered-what would be
the perfect way to end the
series and encourage Ohris-
tian families?
A wedding. Sixty-six
couples from the church
signed up for a wedding
I
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"l was a war bride, anrl
I never had a church wed-
ding," remarked Marynona
I3runkow, who was married
in 1948. For this wedding,
Mrs. Brunkow wore her
mother's wedding dress
f rom 1921 .
Couples who had not
had the opportunity for a
church wedding eagerly
signed up. Albert and
Helen Haynes eloped in
1930 and had therr f irst
church wedding in 1988.
Other couples who were
unsaved at the time of
their marriage were excited
to have the opportunity to
"do it r ight this time."
Terry and Linda Freed, the
parents of seven children,
were thri l led to have their
f i rs t  wedding as ( 'hr is t ians.
Darrell and Lisa Herrick
had been married in a
quiet wedding. "I 've never
had a wedding dress," Lisa
said, "So I went out and
-
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renewal ceremony "just
l ike the real thing."
Why would dignified,
respectable married people
want to get dressed up,
find an attendant, send in-
vitations, and get married
all over again?
rented one. This is just so
special." Her husband, at-
tired in a white tuxedo, ac-
companied his bride down
the aisle as two of therr
sons served as ring bearers.
The brides, about half
of whom wore full-length
wedding
gowns, each
carried a
single red
rose. Their
grooms
accompa-
nied them
down the
aisle as
Pastor
Martin an-
nounced
" their names,
i their an-
niversary
dates, and
introduced
their
attendants.
The
ceremony
was simple, but when Pastor
Mar l  in  began lo do the r ing
vows, he turned to Carl and
Vet la I Iammons,  the longest-
married couplc participating
in ther ceremony. Vetta
Hammons, he explained to
the congregation, had re-
cently donated her wedding
rings to the church's building
program. Because of arthritis
in her fingers she was not
able to wear them anymore.
"We think that any couple
married for 64 years needs to
wear wedding rings," joked
Mar l in ,  and f rom the r ing
bearer's pil low he l ifted a
small package for the Ham-
monses. Mike Keeton, an as-
sociate pastor involved with
senior saints, had a jeweler
re-weld Mrs. I lammons's
rings and mount them on a
gold chain.
As her attendant placed
the necklace around Mrs.
Hammons's neck, the pastor
joked, "Carl, you'd better
keep a wedding ring on
her or someone might try to
steal her away."
The pastor led the couples
in their vows, pronounced
them husband and wife
"again," and they kissed. To
jubilant organ music theyfiled
out of the church and on to
the reception.
Church members, the bridal
couples, visitors, and guests
min$ed afterward as photog-
raphers snapped pictures
and brides and grooms fed
each other wedding cake. The
ri'edding had taken great ef-
fort from many people, but
the result was well worth it.
Couples were reminded of
their vows to love, honor,
and submit to one another;
families had been reinforced;
invited guests had heard the
gospel; and church members
were blessed by a most ex-
traordinary demonstration of
love.
M A,BII
CHURChI NEWS
ATTENTION ALL CHRISTIANS: The Coalition for Chris-
tian Action has announced that Wednesday, March 8, will
be a national day of prayer and fasting for the destruc-
tion of organized crime for the preservation of children in
America. Mark your calendars and join in the prayer of
petition asking God to protect law enforcement officials
who arrest and prosecute those who supply illegal drugs
and generate pornographic materials; that God would
cause the downfall of organized crime from within its own
ranks; and that the Holy Spirit will so move upon hearts
across this nation and cause the wicked to turn from their
ways, that God wil l heal our land (2 Chron. 7:14).
Bob Perryman, pastor of
the Park Crest Baptist
Church in Springfield, Mis-
souri, and former first vice
president, was elected presi-
dent of the Baptist Bible
Fellowship at the annual
BBF meeting in September.
Ben Sanders of Bethlehem
Baptist Church in Fairfax,
Virginia, is new first vice
uresident and chairman of
the missions committee. Kenneth Gillming of Cherry Street
Baptist Church in Springfield, will serve again as second
vice president and chairman of the education committee.
Other elected officers include Treasurer Don Elmore of
the Temple Baptist Church in Springdale, Arkansas, and
Secretary K. B. Murray of Millington Street Baptist Church
in Winfield, Kansas.
The annual missions offering at the conference exceed-
ed the $700,000 goal. This amount is in addition to the
regular monthly support of missionaries, which totaled $18
million last year.
Bob Perryman
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Tbmptation contirrued from page 17
process involving several stages, since at
the inception of each, it becomes pos-
sible to cut short the process. For the be-
liever, God has already eliminated
eternal death, the ultimate fruit of sin,
so that our concern has focused on
stages one, two, and three. You can
guard against conceiving sin by using
the Bible, just as Jesus did. And outer
acts of sin can be aborted, even when
you have sinned inwardly and conceived
sin in your heart, by repentance and
radical amputation. (This is the one
abortion that must be urged upon every
child of God.) From all of this we learn
that God holds each one personally
responsible for his thoughts, imagina-
tion, acts, and words, and will allow no
blameshifting.
Have you been indulging in inner
heart sin? Do you realize that un-
checked and unrepented inner assent
will, in time, give birth to outer trans-
gression? Don't you recognize that even
the inner assent is odious to God? No
one else may know what goes on in your
mind, but God does (Ps. 44:21). He is
distinctly called the Heart-Knower (Acts
1:24). And He is concerned.
Christian, resist sin at the start, as
Jesus did. Abort inner sin before it is
born. Augustine encourages us with
these words: "Pray that God may make
you conqueror of yourself. . . not of
your enemy without, but of your own
soul within. . . . Let no enemy from
without be feared: conquer yourself,
and the whole world is conquered."
I Adapted by permission from A Thirst
for Wholeness by Jay E. Adams. Pub-
lished by Victor Books. Copyright 1988
SP Publications, Wheaton, Illinois.
Amazing Grane corrtinund from page 20
was by the rich mercy of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ preserved, restored,
pardoned, and appointed to preach the
faith he had long labored to destroy."
My research brought me to St. Mary
Woolnoth. I stood on the very rostrum
where the Rev. John Newton had held
his congregation spellbound with stories
of the sea, his sins and God's great mer-
cy. As I looked out over the empty pews,
the organist played the melodies of New-
ton's hymns. One $orious tune swelled
up all around me. The verses were writ-
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ten at Olney-a minor autobiogaphical
Iyric that critics say is a poor example of
Newton's work. But that hymn has
traveled the world, bringing a message
of hope and forgiveness to all people of
faith,
I sang to myself the simple words I
had learned as a child in a black church
in the American south. You know them
too:
Amazirry grace-how sweetthe saund-
That saued a wretch li,ke me!
I once was lost, but now am found,
Was blind,, but now I see.
I Reprinted by permission from the
October 1986 Read.er's Di,qest.
Waiting For? continued from page 28
bring glory to God, and now there was
no doubt in my mind what the Lord re-
quired of me. AII that remained was for
me to walk through that door He had
opened to me.
With the approval of my pastor, I
started a Bible study for "spiritually sin-
gle" women three years ago, Now we
are a close-knit group of friends. We
share our heartaches and help to bear
each other's burdens. \4/e see the power
of prayer at work as we diligently up-
hold one another before the throne of
grace. And we grow in the knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour as we study His
Word together.
Our Bible study has three purposes: to
bear one another's burdens (Gal. 6:2), to
encourage ach other to remain faithful
to the Lord, and to exhort one another
unto love and good works (Heb. 10:23-25).
In addition to the Bible study we also
have a time of pemonal sharing. This
affords each of us the opportunity to
offer feedback and helpful suggestions.
Hearing how the Lord has helped some-
one else face a problem sometimes gives
us better insight into handling our own
difficulties. Tb realize someone lse cares
and understands our situation is a real en-
couragement o all of us.
I urge the women to call each other
often and to pray for one another faith-
fully. I also make myself available should
anyone need a word of encouragement,
some courseling orjust a shoulder to cry
on.
One woman aptly expressed what the
group means to her. "It helps me see the
answers to prayer taking place in other
lives and gives me hope for my own situ-
ation. It also helps me to love and to for-
give and to be the wife God wants me to
be."
God comforts us to make us com-
forters. It takes no special talent to
tell someone lse what the Lord means
in your life. Nor does it take a unique gift
to reach out and encoumge a fellow be-
liever. All it takes is a heart filled
with love for the Saviour and a desire to
be to others what He has been to
you, Our God is the God of all comfort
(2 Cor. 1:3-4), and we are responsible for
sharing His solace with others.
Often when we see a need that is not
being met, we tend to look to someone
else to meet it. But when God burdens
your heart about something, yau are
probably the one He wants to use to meet
that need. Sometimes the Lord opens a
door where you Ieast expect it-right be-
fore your eyes. What axe you waiting for?
I Melanie Graeber is a free{ance writer
in Wausau, Wisconsin.
Agtng corrtirru,ed from page 42
Lord, in my most serious moments I
wonder what it will really be like to face
You. I will give an account of these lat-
ter years as well as the younger ones.
What good deeds will I have to offef
What good words will I have to present?
I want to become more saintly. I want
to be gentle, kind, and considerate. I do
not want to shrivel up, becoming ingrown
and petty. At times I tend to be brittle in
my dealings with others. Then I feel
guilty, for I know this is not Christlike.
And I do not have much time left to be-
come the Christlike disciple I have always
yearned to be.
Sometimes I am tempted to look at
what is wrong in the church, and so
excuse myself for staying home from ser-
vices. And I am tempted to say that I
have put in my time and someone else
should pick up the slack. God, these
temptatiors scare me, because my ap-
pointment day is getting closer and closer
My special audience with You is drawing
near. Give me strength to throw off these
unique temptations of the senior yean in
favor of the fully committed life.
Lord, I have need of You, to become
more like You as I am getting older.
I J. Grant Swank, Jr., is a pastor in
Walpole, Massachusetts.
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Connector . Silent Mic On-Off Switch
. Recessed Low-high Goin Swiich
. Bottery Test Button with LED Indicotor
. Removoble Belt Clio
Omnidirectionol
Microphone (W183)
List S'165.00
. Designed for Wireless . Electel
Condenser . Lovolier or Clio to
lnstrumenis
FREE
MICROPHONE
& MUTE
with every purchose
. Superior, Minor-lmoge
Componding Circuitry
. Shielded Quqrlz Locked
Tronsmitter
. High Efficiency Circuit
Extends Botterv
. Acro-Tune'" Antenno Svslem
. Power Output 50mW
Shure SM58-LC Dynomic Vocol
Unidireclionol
Microphone .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '173.00
Remole Mule
Switch WA360 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  70.00
TM
While Supplies Losf!
w,10BT
All this PLUS o
Held Mike ond
Srwifch
FREE Hond
Mute
Ifrl r#
Add 25C per coiseffetorquontilies l€ss lhon 50
Ampex Bulk Cossettes
New Top of the Line Bulk Cossettes, 615/616 Series
High Performonce for Voice & Mosterlng
. Exceeds Specificotions of 603 & 604 Master Series
. Extended Frequency Ronge
. Tensilized Bose Film
. 5 Screw Housing
. Stondord Performonce for Music ADolicolion
.  Choice ot  Block or  White Housino
Royol Bulk Cossettes
Ouolily Ybu Con Trusf-Guoronieed
. Low Noise, High Energy
. 5 Screw Housing
. Excelleni For High Speed Voice Duplicoiion
. Steel Pins & Nylon Roller
. Solid Welded Windows
. Whi ie Housing Only
. Pocked in Box of 100 with Lid
. All C90s Are Looded with 93 Minutes of Topel
Sfock No. [engfh 50 ,t00 500 ,t,000 5,000
AMPEXC32WTI c-30 65 48 .44 .39
AMPEXC4TWII c-45 .73 .62 .57 .5,,| .46
AMPEXC62WTI c-60 .77 .66 59 .54 .49
AMPEXC92WTI c-90 .99 .77 .69 .67
Add 25C por colsolle for quonllllos lo$ thon {00
Sfock No Lenglh .r00 500 .r.00 5,000
ROYALC62WTI c-60 .39 .31 .29
ROYALC93WTI c-93 5,1 .Ati 40 .39
ROYALC,I22WTI c-120 .98 .96 .93 .86
CDI's Audio Duplicqtion Service
Excellent High Speed Duplicotion From Your Moster! Prices
Lenglh ,i-10 11-25 26-50 5,1-,t00.10.t-50(
CALL
FOR
LARGER
30 minutes 2.25 .t.95 1.75 1.50 1.20
45 minules 2.35 2.20 .t.95 .t.60 1.22
60 minules 2.50 2.25 2.00 1.75 1.25
90 minules 3.00 2.79 2.50 2.35 ,t.80 DISCOUNTS
{20 minules 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.50 3.25
include Tope & Duplicotionl
Color Corfs
For Only 4C More (eoch)
By Speciol Order From
Your Choice Of These Colors
' W h i t e  . B l u e  . R e d
. Block .  Oronge .  Yel low
EARN AN ACCREDITET)
UNIYERSITY DEGREE AT HOME
LIBERTY LINTVERSITY SCHOOL OF
LIFELONG LEARNING allows you the
opportunity to earn an Accredited Univer-
sity Degree in the convenience of your own
home.
You receive university instruction via
VHS videotape - all in the privacy of your
livingroom.
Liberty University School of Lifelong
Learning provides you with the educational
opportunity you need to enhance your
career position - without leaving your cur-
rent job!
So whether your desire is to acquire ad-
ditional education for job advancement, or
for your personal enrichment, we have a
program conveniently tailored to meet your
individual need.
You can earn Accredited Bachelor's or
Master's Degrees in Religion, Business,
Psychology/Counseling .
Call or write for a FREE CATALOG
of VHS courses available through Liberty
University School of Lifelong Learning.
FINANCING AVAILABLE!
1-800-446-5000 Ext. LU60
LIBEKIT'?
UNIVERSITY
Liberty University School of Lifelong Learning
Lynchburg, VA 24506-1803
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Sanctions Research Involving Fetal Tissue T?ansplants
national advisory com-
mittee concluded in
December that federal
government funding for re-
search involving aborted human
fetal tissue is "acceptable."
The committee reached its
conclusion despite the objec-
tions of abortion critics who at-
tacked the proposal as unethical
and immoral, and issued its final
report after lengthy debate over
the ethical, legal, and scientific
questions fetal tissue research
raises.
The panel was formed in
March 1988, after the Reagan
administration rejected a re-
quest from the National Insti-
tutes of Health for permission to
transplant fetal tissue into the
brain of an ailing Parkinson's dis-
ease patient.
Rather than granting the NIH
permission, Robert Windom, as-
sistant secretary for Health and
Human Services, temporarily
general counsel for the National Right-to-Life
reaching a decision.
"Tb invest a fertilized egg-a
single cell-with all the rights of
human beings in the world is an
absolutism that we must reject,"
explained the NIH panel's scien-
tific chairman, Kenneth Ryan.
Rejecting objections raised by
right-to-life advocates, the ad-
visory group endorsed fetal
tissue research.
The endorsement will even-
tually be presented to NIH
Director James Wyngaarden,
who will send a final report to
the secretary of Health and
Human Services.
Regardless of the group's
final recommendation, however,
the President reserves the power
to issue an executive order to
permanently ban all federal
funding of fetal tissue research.
At press time, the new Bush
administration had not yet had
the opportunity to make a state-
ment regarding such research.
James Bopp, Jr.,
Committee.
banned all federal funding for the
research. In addition, he instructed the
NIH to convene the advisory panel to
study the issue and report back later.
In particular, the panel of ethicists,
scientists, and lawyen was instructed to
consider 10 specific questions, including
whether or not the value of fetal tissue
research could be considered apart from
the morality of the abortions thatsupply
the tissue.
On September 16 the panel voted
19-0 with two abstentions that using tis-
sue from legally aborted fetuses is
"acceptable." The panel's decision,
which was preliminary and unbinding,
sidestepped etermining the morality of
abortion. In a repeat vote taken approx-
imately one month later, however, two
panel members insisted that the moral-
ity of abortion must be considered.
"We must insist, whether or not this
research is scientifically promising and
legally permissible is beside the point if
the procedure is ethically at fault,"
James Bopp, Jr., general counsel for the
National Right-to-Life Committee, and
James Burtchaell wrote in a 36-page dis-
senting opinion.
In response, Daniel Robinson, chair-
man of Georgetown University's
psychology department, countered that
the "panel was not constituted to solve
moral issues posed by abortion." By an
11-4 vote, the panel rejected a proposal
to weigh the morality of abortion before
However, George Bush has supported a
human rights amendment and opposes
abortion and the federal funding of
abortion except in the case of rape,
incest, and the life of the mother.
Most experts agree, however, that a
presidential ban on federal funding
would not stop future fetal research.
"You can ban whatever you want at
NIH, but that does not affect the private
sector," Arthur Caplan, an ethicist at
the University of Minnesota, told the
New York Ti,mes in April.
In November, doctors at the Univer-
sity of Colorado's Health Sciences
Center proved Caplan right. Neuro-
biologist Curt Freed and a medical team
there implanted brain cells from an
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aborted fetus into the brain of a 52-year-
old Parkinson's disease patient. The
operation was the first fetal brain cell
transplant ever performed in the United
States. And, as Freed stressed, it did not
violate the temporary NIH ban since it
was paid for entirely through private
donations.
The nine-hour operation involved
drilling into the patient's skull and
repeatedly implanting fetal cells into his
brain in an effort to correct the man's
debilitated condition. Although no im-
provement is expected for several
months, Freed is optimistic.
Parkinson's disease is a degenerative
brain disorder that afflicts more than
one and a half million Americans, most
over the age of 50. The devastating ill-
ness causes body tremors, rigid muscles,
and occasionally, impaired thought
processes. For about two years, scien-
tists have attempted to treat Farkinson's
by implanting new cells that produce
dopamine into the patient's brain.
Dopamine, a hormone found lacking in
the diseased brain, helps transmit nerve
impulses between brain cells. In the
past, however, these new cells were
taken from the adrenal gland of the
patient's own body.
Since the first adrenal $and trans-
plant in Mexico City approximately two
years ago, experts estimate that more
than 200 Parkinson's patients have
received the implant. Although the
results of the procedure are mixed, most
scientists agtee that using fetal brain tis-
sue rather than tissue from the patient's
own body is much more promising.
"When we transplant fetal tissue [in
diabetes research], it's almost like plant-
ing a seed and watching a tree grow,"
Kevin Lafferty, a diabetes researcher at
the University of Colorado told the
Woshington Post in October.
Fetal cells are promising in medical
research because unlike adult cells, they
grow quickly, adapt well to a new
environment, and are easy to freeze and
store. Furtherrnore, the immune system
in unborn children is not fully
developed so the cells are rarely
rejected.
Although researchers are still unsure
just how effective fetal tissue trans-
plants can be, Swedish neurobiologist
Lars Olson told the NIH group that relat-
ed animal experiments using fetal tissue
are so promising that the United States
has reached a point where "it is un-
ethical not to try these procedures
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in patients."
Prior to the recent transplant in
Colorado, similar operations had been
performed only in Mexico, China, En-
gland, and Cuba. Right-to-life groups
fear, however, that ifthe procedure be-
comes routine in the United States,
abortion rates may skyrocket.
"If transplantation using fetal tissue
from induced abortions becomes com-
mon, with the aid of NIH grant
funds. . . there is no question that the
number of abortions performed in this
country will rise," Bopp told the NIH
panel.
Bopp specified two reasons why the
increase is inevitable. First, women
"Whether or not this
research is seientifically
promising and legally
permissible is beside the
point if the procedure is
ethically at fault."
hesitant to obtain an abortion might
convince themselves that it is permis-
sible since "some good" would be
derived from the operation. Second, he
said that if the transplants do, in fact,
work, supply will fall far short of
demand. As a result, women will in-
evitably feel subtle pressure that abort-
ing their child is in the best interests of
medical science.
Furthermore, critics of the proce-
dure fear that women will ultimately
conceive children with the sole intent
of aborting-possibly even selling-their
babies for use in tissue transplants.
Proponents, however, contend that such
fears are unfounded, claiming that laws
can be passed to prevent such incidents.
And, in fact, in November President
Reagan did sign a law banning the sale
of fetal organs and tissues.
But Emanuel Thorne, coauthor of a
U.S. congressional study dealing with
the human tissue industry believes a
law prohibiting women from becoming
pregnant with prior intent to abort
would be difficult to enforce.
"What is illegal in the United States
might not be illegal in another country"
he told Reuters in November 1987. 'A
transplant industry based upon fetal tis-
sue technology could dwarf the present
organ transplant industry."
Furthermore, some critics of fetal
transplants foresee a future in which
not just dead babies are exploited for
research.
In the book A PassionJor htstice,
Dave Andrusko and Leslie Bond write,
"The logic of the principle being estab-
Iished unquestionably paves the way for
a host of other atrocities: exploiting
other categories of disabled newborns,
such as those with Down's syn-
drome . . . [and] deliberately taking the
tissue/organs from undeniably living un-
born babies. . . [also] aborting near-
term perfectly healthy babies in order
to guarantee undamaged organs."
In effect, they believe the current
transplant procedures may usher in an
age in which fetal transplant tissue is
routinely gathered from living babies.
At first mention, the concept of ob-
taining brain tissue from Iiving children
seems to most people a bit like the plot
of a Frankenstein film. But. in fact. the
practice is already being considered.
In the February 1987 issue of the
Hastings Center Report, ethicist Mary
Mahowald and two transplant research-
ers reported that the most successful
fetal tissue experiments to treat Parkin-
son's disease in primates have involved
tissue taken from other living primates.
The authors write that the use of non-
viable, living aborted infants "is morally
defensible if dead fetuses are not avail-
able or are not conducive to successful
transplants."
Critics contend that this type of
reasoning best exposes the ultimate
danger of fetal tissue transplants. Tlans-
planting fetal brain tissue, they say,
opens a Pandora's box-a box that will
one day include gathering transplant tis-
sue from hopelessly ill patients in per-
sistent vegetative states.
"When we play with the legal notions
of who is dead and who isn't in order to
save the life of somebody else, it makes
everybodyjust a tad uncomfortable," said
UCLA medical ethicist Leslie Rothenberg
at a 1987 symposium in California.
"The larger question boils down to
this. Is the killing of a person justified if
motivated by saving the life of another
who is not threatened by the person
killed? If the answer is 'yes' or 'perhaps,'
then we all have something to fear."
I Doug Waymire
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SUICIDE IS NOT THE ANSWER
lf your loved one were in an overwhelming crisis,
would you know where to turn for help?
Nearly half  a mil l ion individuals attempt suicide
every year - these are people who felt they had
no place to turn.
The Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry
can respond to people in cr isis with Christ-
centered, over the phone counsel ing.
In addit ion, we can, through a nationwide net-
work of Christ-centered in-hospital or intensive
outpatient counsel ing cal led RAPHA, provide
assistance to those whose needs require pro-
fessional intervention.
Call 1-800-tlFEAID
OLD TIME COSPEL HOUR COUNSELINC MINISTRY o  LYNCHBURC,  VA 24514
Many insurance programs wil l  pay al l  or most
of the in-hospital or out-patient treatment costs.
Call today! Someone you love may be con-
sidering suicide or facing a cr isis. We can assist
you or your loved one with Christ-centered
counsel i  ng.
Cal l  1-800-LlFEA|D. l t 's a free cal l
where in the U.S.A.
from any-
T
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Rates and requirements for classified ads are: $8.00 per line (approximately 45character spaces per line); minimum charge of $25.00. Display style
advertisements: $70.00 per column inch (7 written lines per column inch). Add $5.00 to each insertion for FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL box number,
Prepayment with orders required. No frequency discounts. Classified advertising isnon-commissionable; no 2% discounts. Deadline for reservations is
eight weeks prior to actual issue date. REQUIREMENTS: Give at least hree reputable sources we can contact who can vouch for product and service.
All advertisers using a P.0. box must supply FUNDAMENTALIST J0URNAL with permanent street address and telephone number. Clossified
Aduertising, FUNDAMENTALIST JOURNAL, 2220 Langhorne Road, Lynchburg, Virginia 24514.
CHnrsrrex Eoucerron
CHRISTIAN SCHO0LS/H0ME SCHO0LS. Com-
Mrscnr,r,eNEous
FREE CATALOG. OLD-TIME PREACHERS ON
audiocassette. Call the Old-Time Preachers hot-
line: (412) 795 9280 or write Old-Time Preachers,
POB l4l9l, Unity, PA 15239.
FREE BO0KLET "THE CRY 0F THE P00R." ,4c-
tion Internationnl Ministri,es (ACTI0N), Box
490, Bothell, WA 98041; or Box 1350, Three Hills,
AB CANADA TOM 2AO.
Musrc
THE HENRY SLAUGHTER GOSPEL PIANO
COURSE. Available in SIX books, and demo cas-
sette teaching the necessary fundamentals. Also
available in SIX VIDEOCASSETTES. Forty-seven
l5-minute lessons by the author. For FREE
brochures write: GOSPEL PIAN0, POB 8073,
Nashville. TN 37207.
Pnorucrs
BUY CARPET AND VINYL DIRECT. Savings to
80%. Name Brands, Free QUOTES.
Johnson's Carpets, Dalton, Georgia 30720.
(800) 235-1079, (404) 277 -2775.
PusLrcerroNs
BEGINNING A COANSELING CENTER.
A one-of-a-kind manual on the ABCs of
starting a counseling ministry, For more in-
formation about Christian counseling train-
ing in the privacy of your own home, write:
Institute of Christian Counseling
POB 878F
Aberdeen, MD 21001
Although we carefully screen all advertisements,
Fundamentalist Journal does not endorse nor
is it responsible for advertised products.
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Kindergarten progam; All academic subjects in-
cluding Bible and electives; Training for school;
Start-up materials for parents. Call Toll Free
(800) 821-4443, ext. 913, or write Alpha 0mega,
Box 3153 Dept. 91C, Tempe, AZ 85280.
A.C.E. & BASIC EDUCATI0N SCH00LS. Con-
sider a change. Place your lst curriculum order
up to $1,000.00 free. Our individualized ap-
proach is not just self-instructional, but helps tu-
dents develop higher level thinking skills.
Request free information (confidential). Call or
write Alpha 0mega, POB 3153, Tempe, AZ
85281, or 1-800-821-4443.
EoucarroN
GET FIRED-with enthusiasm for developing
God-given writing talent, Write for FREE
Starter Kit: Christian Writers Guild. Box 1. Hume
Lake, CA 93628.
EARN DEGREE-OFF CAMPUS. Assoc.-
Ph.D. Catalog $1. Christian Bible College, Station
Square, Suite 227, Rocky Mt., NC 27804 (Ac-
credited). (919) 442-1211.
Eupr,ovunNr
Part- or Full-time Salesmen
experienced in hardware - flexible
territories throughout U.S. Write:
BOONE WHOLESALE HARDWARE
5330 SW Lower Drive
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
OPPORTUNNY FOR CHRISTIAN PERSON WITH
REAL ESTATE BACKGR0UND to assist in train-
ing or consulting with brokers and agents for
Century 21 of Eastern PA. Jim Nelson (800)
362-5213; (215) 630-8650/689-9458.
We have more job openings in
Christian organizations than
people to fill them. You may be
qualified for one of them.
Call toll free today or mail the
coupon below.
CALLNITERCRISTOTODAY
l-800-426-ry2
a  d v s o n  o r  C F I S T A
(206-546-i330 in WA, HI and Canada)
lntercrlrto
The Career and Human
Resource Specialists
19303 Fremont Avenue North
Seattle, W6hington 98133
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THE UNETHICAL FALSE PROPHETS IN GROUP
TRAVEL are now out of business. We are com-
mitted to Christian principles/faith. Our sensible
ad results in best Good Faith Travel Benefits to
ministry. Respected references, group tours, In-
ternational Travel Trust - a worldwide travel
ministry. 701 W. Foothill Blvd., Azusa, CA 91702.
Tel. (800) 331 8586. In California (818) 334-8229.
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CHURCH/SCHOOL SUPPLI
LIBERTY GODPARENT
FOUNDATION
Dr. Norman Pratt. Executive Vice President
Putting Loue In Action To Help Peo\le In Need
Family Crisis Counseling Center
- Virginia and national 24-hour hotlines
offering counseling to unwed women in
crisis pregnancy situations,
Liberty Godparent Home - Offer-
ing viable alternatives lo women in a cri-
sis pregnancy through a telephone hotline,
personal counseling, maternity home,
educational and medical services related
to pregnancy, and programs to help rebuild
l ives.
Family Life Services - Child place-
ment services available through our li-
censed adoption agency, Family Life
Services.
National Outreach Ministry -
t A comprehensive Sunday morning
presentation to educate and challenge the
local church with a "Human Life Sunday."
t Avai lable for conventions, seminars,
and Victory Banquets.
I Fostering the binh of new cnsis preg-
nancy ministries - call or write for a
"New Ministry.lnformation Packet" and
consulung servlces.
P.0. Box 27000, Lynchburg, VA 24506
Office: (804) 384-3043/Hotline: (800) 368-3336
, l2l LEAnil GosPEr MUS|C
i Excrtrng ew course shows how to play melodres
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 Inerplana-l
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examples as otten as you wrsh learn rn pnvacy at j
home $698+400 postage
order both b00k and cassene for  $1298 ood!
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GUARAXIEII
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"Momhrgs me
to church
eoef! srndry 
..
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wrNDwmrtr ,t
Warm and snuggly, safe and
secure - that's the assurance
you'll have with our solid oak
handcrafted space-saving stackable
'lTindsor Cribs.
. Overhead roll-up gates offer
complete protection; allow
immediate, full access to baby.
. Windsor Cribs are expandable
with their exclusive econom.ical
add-on feature.
.  Our  mid-Amer ica  loca t ion  may
mean lower freight costs to you.
Wrtte or caLI
for detailed,
fuIL-color
brochure.
WINDSOR CHURCH FURNITURE
190L Easy Street, Dept.FJ29
Carol Stream, IL 60188
3L2.690.Ot99
WINDSOR
: - :
Thomas Road
Baptist Church
Presents
ACORN
CHILDREN'S
PUBLICATI()NS
Sunday School Cuniculum
SEND FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOG
Acorn Children's Publications
Liberty Home Bible lnstitute
Lynchburg, V424514
or call (804) 528-4112, ext.2408
"Gianl Oaks
from little Acorns Grow"
KIYOWSOMEONE
WHO DESER\IES
A JOURNALISM
SCHOI,ARSHIP?
Th€ 325 p€riodical membes ol the
Evanoel'n:al Press Association are
vitallv- inlerested in the fulure of
religibrs irurnalism.
The Association offers $500 to
$1,2@ scholarshbs €ach year lo
Christian college juniors and seniors,
and oraduale studenls, committed to a
care€i in print pumalism.
Further delails and applicalion
lorms are available. Forms musl be
comdeted and returned by April 1.
Wrile mwlo:
ExeoJtiv€ Diredor
Evanoellal Press
P.O. Box 4550
w
Association
Overhnd Park. Kansas 66204
8OO-USA-2OO8 or 80O-PA2-3008
Reply Card Opposite This Page.
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TV Station Fires
Christian Anchorwoman
SIOUX FALLS,
S.D.-A Sioux Falls
television station fired
a weekend anchor-
woman for allowing
her personal religious
views to be a factor in
her news selection.
Steven Herman, president and
general manager of NBC-affiliate KDUI-
TV, said he fired Marilee Joyce for "an
error in journalistic judgment." That
''error" was revealed in an article Joyce
wrote for Good News, a magazine pub-
Iished by a Christian cable television
station.
"Naturally, I have to lead with the
hard news stories that affect our neigh-
borhood and the world . . . but it's such
a thrill to also have the power to 'sneak'
Jesus into the news as often as pos-
sible," she wrote.
In the same article, Joyce explained
that she prevented the broadcast of
stories of "questionable nature," includ-
ing a series on the New Age movement
and on the Hare Krishna religion.
After her dismissal, the anchor-
woman told the Associated Press that
she was devastated at beinq fired.
tagious diseases uch as AIDS.
Tlvo years ago, the department estab-
Iished a policy that allowed employers to
dismiss AIDS victims even though scien-
tists argue that the fear of infection from
casual contact is irrational.
That policy drew criticism from gay
rights advocates, and they expressed op-
timism at its revenal.
"This is certainly good. For seven
years, Justice has unfortunately been in
the forefront of promulgating AIDS dis-
crimination instead of fighting it,"
Benjamin Schatz of National Gay Rights
Advocates told USA lbdny.
The opinion is only binding on federal
agencies, school boards, and other organ-
izations that receive federal funds.
However, it is likely it will be used as an
argument by employees alleging discrimi-
nation agairst privately owned and oper-
ated firms.
Under the opinion, a penon infected
with the HIV virus is protected against
discrimination only "if he or she is able
to perform the duties of thejob and does
not constitute a direct threat to the
health or safety of others."
Students Suspended
for Protesting Ban on
Ghristmas Program
being cancelled, the Lees Summit chap-
ter of the National Honor Society
organized a protest to persuade the
board of education to overturn its deci-
sion. As a result, approximately 2,400 of
Lees Summit High School's 2,600 stu-
dents participated in a November 18
school-approved sit-in to protest the
cancellation. But when the sit-in was
over, Iess than one hour later, about 250
students refused to return to class.
School officials said that when the
students were given the option of return-
ing to class with an unexcused tardy or
facing suspension, all but 93 opted to
return to class.
Jury Acquits Doctor
in Mercy Killing
ST. PETERSBURG,
Fla.-A jury here
found a doctor not
guilty last month of
first-degree murder,
attempted murder,
and conspiracy for his
part in the 1986 death of his terminally
ill wife.
Murder charges were brought against
Dr. Peter Rosier after he appeared on the
Cable News Network's "Crossfire" pro-
gram recently and described administer-
ing drug overdoses to his cancer-wracked
wife.
The prosecution said that after Rosier
realized the 20 Seconal pills he had given
his wife were not going to kill he4 he ad-
ministered morphine injections and sup-
positories. Ttr his horro4 however, she still
did not die.
At the trial the woman's father,
Vincent Delman, testified that his
daughter clung to life for 12 hours after
the injections. Seeing his daughter in a
comatose state, he decided that
"enough's enough" and smothered her
to death.
Defense attorney Stanley Rosenblatt
defended Rosier as a "skilled and con-
scientious pathologist." He argued that
the doctor only wanted to assist his wife
Justice Department
Reverses Position on
AIDS Discrimination
WASHINGTON_
The Justice Depart-
ment announced re-
cently that the fed-
eral government and
groups receiving fed-
eral funds cannot dis-
criminate against AIDS victims.
The announcement brings the Justice
Department in line with a 1987 Supreme
Court ruling prohibiting the govern-
ment from discriminating against the
handicapped-including those with con-
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cancellation of
program.
LEES SUMMIT,
Mo.-School officials
here suspended 93
students for three days
after the students re-
fused to end a sit-in
held to protest the
an annual Christmas
Local school board memberc voted
5-1 to discontinue the candle-lighting
holiday program-held yearly since
1956-following a lawsuit threat by the
American Civil Liberties Union. The
ACLU contended that the program
depicting the birth of Christ violated
traditional separation of church and
state.
After learning that the ceremony wzls
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in committing suicide to avoid a painful
death.
Assistant State Attorney Edward Volz
told jurors that Rosier had conspired
with his wife's father to end her life.
The state, however, had previously
granted Delman and his two sons
immunity because they were the only
witnesses.
Parents Who Decline Medical
fteatment Gan Be Tlied
for Manslaughtel
S A C R A M E N T O ,
Calif.-The California
Supreme Court recent-
Iy became the first
state high court to rule
that parents who rely
on prayer alone rather
than medical treatment for their ill child
can be tried for manslaughter if the child
dies.
The case involved 4-year-old Shauntay
Walker, who developed flu symptoms
and a stiff neck in February 1984. Her
mother, Laurie Walker (a member of the
Christian Science Church). refused
to provide her daughter with medical
treatment. Seventeen days later the girl
died.
Christian Scientists such as Walker
contend that sickness is the result of
"errors of the mind." Therefore medi-
cine, they believe, is an inappropriate
answer to illness. Ttaditionally, Chris-
tian Scientists havejustified their actions
by claiming that the First Amendment
provides for free exercise of religious
beliefs.
Writing for the unanimous court,
Justice Stanley Mosk noted that a
California statute was in fact amended
in 1976 to permit treatment through
prayer alone. He pointed out, how-
ever, that this amendment did not im-
munize parents from prosecution when
their children died as a result of their
beliefs.
"The right to practice religion freely
does not include the liberty to expose the
community or child to communicable
diseases or the later to ill health or
death," Mosk said.
The 49-page ruling is expected to be
studied by other state courts as there are
six other cases pending nationwide in-
volving children who died as a result of
their parents' religious convictions.
-
Husband Denied Power
to Prevent Wifds Abortion
WASHINGTON_
The Supreme Court in
November twice re-
fused to grant hus-
bands the legal power
to prevent their wives
from havinq abortions.
On November 28, the Court turned
down an appeal by a Michigan man who
tried to stop his then-estranged wife
from ending her pregnancy last summer.
Lower court orders barred the wom-
an from having the abortion for seven
weeks until a Michigan appeals court
permitted her to receive the operation.
'Although the issue of abortion raises
important moral questions, such ques-
tions are not applicable to the decision
here," the appeals court said. Lawyers
representing the father said the appeals
court ruling "unconstitutionally
deprived the father of his unborn
child by sanctioning abortion-on-
demand."
In a similar case, the Supreme Court
declined on November 14 to hear an
appeal from an Indiana man who was
trying to stop his estranged, six-
week pregnant wife from having an
abortion.
A state judge blocked the woman's
abortion last June. However, a state
appeals court reversed the decision two
weeks later, and she received the
abortion.
Sixteen similar cases have been filed
in various courts since March of 1988.
Famed Radio Minister Dies
J. Vernon McGee, teacher on the Thru
The Bible Radio program and pastor of
the famed downtown Los Angeles
Church of The Open Door for twenty-
one years died Thursday, December 1,
1988, in Templeton, California.
A native of Hillsboro. Tbxas. McGee
was in the banking industry before his
call to the ministry. Ordained in 1933, he
earned his A.B. from Southwestern
University (now Rhodes College), his B.D.
from Columbia Theological Seminary
and his Th.M. and Th.D. from Dallas
Theological Seminary.
Although he broadcasted occasionally
in the early 1930s, his radio ministry
began in ear-
nest in 1941
withaweekly
"The Open
Bible Hour,"
expanding to
a daily pro-
gram on a
local station
in 1949 with
the "High
Noon Bible Broadcast," and within a few
years began a nationwide radio ministry
with the "Thru The Bible Radio" broad-
cast which today is heard daily on over
600 stations in the United States and
Canada as well as in 35 different lan-
guages throughout the world.
Dr. McGee was a prolific writer and
has published over 100 books which con-
tinue to be distributed and read all over
the world.
He received many honors during his
fifty year ministry, including the Distin-
guished Service Award in 1981 from the
National Religious Broadcasters.
He is survived by his wife, one daugh-
teq and two grandsons.
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( --- eldom does a week go by in my
\ practice as a professional coun-
\- selor that I do not meet or
hear of a pastor who has resigned be-
cause of personal or family problems.
The fallout precipitated by such actions
is often unfortunate for both the pastor
and the church.
Some pastors clearly need to resign.
They have forfeited their right to the
pulpit ministry because of moral failure.
But some pastors should not resign.
Pastors whose energy level is dissi-
pated by illness or demands of the work
should not be Iost to their ministries.
These pastors are often the victims of
misdirected heroism. Along the way
they have believed the idea that it is bet-
ter to burn out for the Lord than to rust
out for the Devil. They discover the folly
of these options after it is too late.
God calls us to a careful and well-
articulated stewardship of our physical
and psychological resources. We are men
clothed in bodies of flesh, and the flesh
demands that we handle it with care.
Leaders in the church should observe
their pastor, and when he is caving in
under the pressure of the ministry send
him off fcrr a rest. Pastor and congrega-
tion alike benefit from such concern.
Pastors with characterological id-
iosyncracies need not be lost to the
ministry. Most of those men came
through college or seminary programs
when these interpersonal problems
were never addressed. Mature Iaymen
may help a pastor focus the Word and
the Spirit on the dissolution of such id-
iosyncracies. Counselors trained in deal-
ing with these matters are available.
Deacons can send their pastor for such
counseling. This is not a cure-all but
many could be saved.
Pastors with marital problems need
not be lost to the ministrv. Staff mem-
by Ronald E. Hawkins
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bers and deacons are often aware that
things are not going well with the pas-
tor and his wife. Older men in the con-
gregation should lovingly take the
pastor aside and pray with him and at-
tempt to moderate problems. Counsel-
Pastors struggle with
the same pressures
as others, and make
similar mistakes. But
they are often more
carefully scrutinized.
ing by a respected pastor and wife team
or professional counselor might be of
great benefit to a pastor and his wife.
Pastors with family problems need
not be lost to the ministry. A pastor
should be held responsible for dealing
biblically with his children, but we must
not expect the pastor's children to be
any different from everyone else's chil-
dren. Pastors struggle with the same
pressures as others, sometimes in a more
extreme fashion. They make similar mis-
takes. But they are often more care-
fully scrutinized. Supporting church
leaders who have lived through similar
family problems can do much for a
pastoral family going through difficult
waters.
Pastors with staff problems need not
resign. Many times such resignation
reflects a failure on the pastor's part to
recognize his own need for growth.
Many pastors do not include their staff
in the decision-making process. This
style of management is bound to
produce problems. Pastoral eadership
teams must recognize that they have a
responsibility before God to model
loving relationships. They must work
their problems out for the good of the
church and for the sake of their own
growth. Sometimes an outside arbitra-
tor may help.
Here are some do's and don'ts for the
pastor who is thinking of resigning.
Don't resign until you talk with your
board and they agree that resignation is
best. Don't resign until you talk with
your wife and she agrees with your de-
cision. Don't accept responsibility for
those whom you cannot control and
make their sinful actions the basis for
your resignation. Don't get uncommit-
ted to your people and committed to
resignation because somebody in the
church has hurt you.
Do accept your failure and the
failure of others as a normal part of life.
Do admit your limitations. You cannot
make everything right or make every-
body love each other or you. You do not
know everything. Do accept the input
of leaders in the church and submit to
their love and insight. Do be willing to
receive love and support from others in
the congregation who want God's best
for you and the church. Do get com-
mitted to your people and to reconcilia-
tion. Focus on the good people God has
given you to shepherd, not on those
who are negative and opposed to you.
Do be willing to admit when you are
wrong. The majority of your people will
appreciate the spiritual maturity that
makes such an admission possible. Do be
willing to admit your hurts. Identify a
group of men in the church with whom
you can confidentially share the things
that have hurt you.
Sometimes resignation is clearly
God's will for the pastor or Christian
leader. However, the chaos often attend-
ing such moves indicates that they are
made in the flesh and not in the will of
God. The next time you think of resign-
ing, think again
Bestselling authors Dave
Hunt and T. A. McMahon
haveapassion,acom-
mitment, and a unique
Dave Hunt and T. A, McMahon abiliff tO COmmUniCate
the truth of scripture and confrast it with the
subtle, deceptive appeal of cults, the occult, and
most recently, the New Age Movement.
Beginning with his bestselling book THE
CULT EXPLOSION, Hunt has always been on
the cutting edge, recognizing and-exposing
counterfeit religious beliefs within America and
the church.
In his book PEACE, PROSPERITY AND THE
COMING HOLOCAUSI Hunt investigated the
growing interest in Eastern mysticism among
diverse groups calling themselves "New Agers."
lVhile skeptics persist in labeling it a passing fad,
the New Age movement has quietly gained
momentum.
Newftom Dave Hunt and TA, McMahon
AMERICA: THE SORCERER'S
NEW APPRENTICE
Millions of Americans are hungry to know
God. They thirst for spiritual experiende-s and long
flor inner ireace. What theyte nriding is astroloey, "
channeling and the elusive "Cod within theml-
selves" offered by modern day mystics, who enjoy
unprecedented acceptance and respectability in
everv facet of our societv.
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Do Christians knbw the tremendous
impact that this ground-swell movement is
having on the foundations of their lives? How can
we help others distinguish between the true hope
of the gospel and the"false hope of the New Age?
Hunt and McMahon examine these questions and
many more in their compelling new book. Their
conclusions, based on solid evidence, are nothing
less than staggering.
At Christian Bookstores everylwherc
IIARVEST HOUSE PUBLISHERS
1075 Arrowsmith, Eugene, Oregon 97402
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